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Abstract
Behind every complex system be it physical, social, biological, or man-made, there is an
intricate network encoding the interactions between its components. Learning over large-scale
networks is a challenging field, and practical methods must combine scalability in computations
to cope with millions of nodes associated possibly with large amounts of meta-information;
along with sufficient versatility to capture the elaborate structure and dynamics of the complex
phenomena under study. There is also a need for modeling expressiveness to ensure accurate
learning, along with transparency and interpretability that will shed light on the overall system
understanding, and will provide valuable insights about its function. Approaches to learning over
networks must also defend against adversarial behavior, thus remaining operational even under
severely adverse circumstances.
The contribution of the present thesis lies at addressing the aforementioned challenges by
developing simple yet versatile algorithmic solutions focused on core graph-learning tasks. To
tackle active sampling for semi-supervised node classification, a novel framework is proposed
in order to guide the sampling of informative nodes. The proposed framework is tailored to
Gaussian-Markov random fields, and relies on the notion of maximum expected-change to
select the most informative node to be labeled. Interestingly, several existing methods for
active learning are subsumed by the proposed approach. Focusing on the node classification
task, a generalized yet highly scalable diffusion-based classifier is developed, where each class
diffusion is adaptive to the graph structure and the underlying label distribution. Adaptability
is further leveraged for the node embedding task. As node embedding is naturally viewed as a
low-rank factorization of a node-to-node similarity matrix, a versatile approach is introduced
to learn the similarity matrix of a given graph with minimal computational overhead, and in a
fully unsupervised manner. Extensive experimentation using both synthetic graphs as well as
numerous real networks demonstrates the effectiveness, interpretability and scalability of the
proposed methods. More importantly, the process of design and experimentation sheds light on
the behavior of different methods and the peculiarities of real-world data, while at the same time
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1.1 Learning over Graphs
In many shapes and forms, networks play a fundamental role in our life. The seamless regulations
of genes and metabolites within cells are responsible for our biological existence. The coherent
interactions between billions of neurons in our brains enables us to comprehend the world. The
social bonds and ties between individuals comprise the fabric of our society. Power networks
supply us with energy. Trade networks maintain our ability to exchange goods and services.
Communication networks enable and empower the most revolutionary technologies of the 21st
century. Behind every complex system there is an intricate network capturing the interactions
among its components. Reasoning about these networks is one of the major intellectual and
scientific challenges of the 21st century.
Statistical learning over networks comprises a suite of computational tools to address core
tasks relevant to a host of applications arising in diverse disciplines. For example, node classifi-
cation in protein-protein interaction networks aims to associate proteins with specific biological
functions, thereby facilitating the understanding of pathogenic and physiological mechanisms.
Link prediction in user-product purchase networks can enable personalized recommendations, as
well as targeted content delivery and advertising. Community detection in brain networks can
help identify the fundamental structures that control and mediate its information pathways, that
also unveil its higher-order connectivity patterns and organization.
Let us begin by shortly introducing the graph, an abstract mathematical concept, and at
the same time one of the most intuitive and familiar ways of representing relations between
1
2interconnected entities. A graph is typically denoted by G = {V, E}, where V is the set of N
nodes, and E contains the edges. There are several different ways to represent a graph. The
adjacency-list and edge-list formats are most frequently employed for low-level algorithmic de-
sign and software implementations since they naturally leverage sparsity, and are more amenable
to simple operations such as node exploration (e.g., breadth-first-search using an adjacency
list). Nevertheless, for problems that involve higher level abstractions (e.g., spectral clustering)
the adjacency matrix format provides with convenient representation that can exploit the full
arsenal of linear algebra tools. Thus, in the machine learning context, graphs are most frequently
represented by theN×N (possibly) weighted adjacency matrix A whose (i, j)−th entry denotes
the weight of the edge that connects node vi with node vj .
In many applications, graphs emerge naturally, with V and E readily collected and stored.
In other cases, a graph can be inferred from a set of N nodal (a.k.a. feature) vectors {xi}Ni=1
representing data points, such that each node of the graph corresponds to a data point. Matrix
A can be obtained from the feature vectors {xi}Ni=1 using different similarity measures. For
example, one may use the radial basis function wi,j = exp
(−‖xi − xj‖22/σ2) that assigns large
edge weights to pairs of points that are neighbors in Euclidean space, or the Pearson correlation
coefficients wi,j = 〈xi,xj〉/ (‖xi‖2‖xj‖2) .. If wi,j 6= 0 ∀i, j, the resulting graph will be fully
connected, but one may obtain a more structured graph by thresholding small weights to 0, or by
connecting every point only with its k−nearest neighbors.
The unique properties and characteristics of graphs have led to a learning approach that is
distinct from the “traditional” one that deals with vectors. Thus, graph-based learning, learning-
over-graphs, or graph-mining are often interchangable terms that are frequently used to describe
one or more of the following tasks.
• Classification. In many cases, each node vi is associated with one (or more) discrete
label(s) yi ∈ Y drawn from a finite alphabet. In this context, the goal of semi-supervised
classification amounts to propagating an observed subset of labels {yi}i∈L, where L ⊆ V ,
to the rest of the network, in order to infer the labels {yi}i∈U of the set of unlabeled nodes
U := V/L.
• Community detection/Clustering. Another typical graph learning task is that of cate-
gorizing the nodes of the graph to K overlapping (soft-clustering) or non-overlapping
clusters, also known as communities. The communities {Ck}Kk=1, where Ck ⊆ V , are
3typically inferred in a fully unsupervised manner, that relies only on the graph structure.
Given a subset of nodes Sk ⊂ Ck that are known to belong to the k-th community however,
semi-supervised community detection aims at inferring the remaining hidden (latent)
members of Ck – a task that has also been posed and gathered significant research interest.
• Link Prediction/ Node Recommendation. Many real graphs are dynamic in nature, with
new links appearing (or disappearing) with time. Link prediction is the task of identifying
the patterns according to which new links are formed, and accurately inferring them
beforehand. One way to pose the link prediction task is that, given the edges Et at time
t, one would like to determine Pr{(vi, vj) ∈ Et+1} ∀(vi, vj) ∈ V × V \ Et; that is, the
likelihood that a new potential edge (vi, vj) will be present in the next instance Et+1 of the
edge set. Similarly, node recommendation is the task of predicting the links {(vi, vj)}j∈Vi
that a given node vi is expected (or would “prefer”) to form in a future instance of the
graph; and Vi can thus be recommended to vi as a set of possible connections.
• Node Embedding. Many graph learning tasks can be addressed by first extracting features
over the nodes of the graph, effectively “embedding” them in a Eucledian space; the
extracted features may then be used by downstream machine learning methods to perform
classification, link prediction, clustering, and other tasks. Thus, node embedding boils
down to determining f(·) : V → Rd, where d N . In other works, a function is sought
to map every node of G to a vector in the d−dimensional Euclidean space. Typically, the
embedding is low dimensional with d much smaller than the number of nodes. Given f(·),
the low-dimensional vector representation of each node vi is ei = f(vi) ∀vi ∈ V . Since
the number of nodes is finite, instead of finding a general f(·) inductively, one may pose
the embedding task in its most general form as a the following minimization problem over
the embedded vectors
{e∗i }Ni=1 = arg min{ei}Ni=1
∑
vi,vj∈V
` (sG(vi, vj), sE(ei, ej)) (1.1)
where `(·, ·) : R× R→ R is a loss function; sG(·, ·) : V × V → R is a similarity metric
over pairs of graph nodes; and sE(·, ·) : Rd × Rd → R a similarity metric over pairs of
vectors in the d−dimensional Euclidean space. In par with (4.1), node embedding can be
viewed as the design of nodal vectors {ei}Ni=1 that successfully “encode” a certain notion
4of pairwise similarities among graph nodes.
1.2 Motivation and Context
Learning-over-graphs is well motivated by a large number of applications. This has led to
ever-increasing research efforts in this area during the last two decades. Nevertheless, many
real-world issues and practical aspects of the problem face formidable challenges to this day. The
main focus of the present work is to identify and address such challenges using simple, robust,
and interepretable mathematical and algorithmic tools.
1.2.1 Applications of graph-based learning
In this subsection, we discuss some important and contemporary applications of graph-based
learning. The goal here is to demonstrate how graphs naturally emerge in diverse domains, and
how learning/mining over such graphs can be instrumental in addressing real-world problems.
Social networks
Social networks is a broad term used to describe the class of naturally-occurring complex
networks that arise upon registering the interactions (edges) between a set of social entities
or actors (nodes). The nodes in social networks may correspond to individuals, groups of
individuals, organizations, products, websites, and many other possible types of interacting
entities. Social networks are ubiquitous in the physical world, and even more so in cyberspace.
Specifically, the proliferation of Internet connectivity since the start of the 21-st century has
given birth to a huge variety of online social networking platforms [1], connecting individuals in
many contexts (professional, social, dating, and others). Ease of Internet access has led to several
of the social networking platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Youtube) growing to unprecedented
proportions, scaling to billions of nodes, and encompassing a sizeable portion of the human
population. The analysis of such networks is of interest both for the increase in profitability, as
well as the advancements on our understanding of socials structures that it can offer. A common
task is to group individuals to overlapping categories. This may help in identifying underlying
characteristics and trends in a given populations; see, for instance, Fig. 1.1 for a depiction of
the 2004 political US blogosphere graph during the presidential elections, where liberal and
5Figure 1.1: Visualization of the 2004 US presidential elections blogosphere graph. Blue nodes
correspond to democratic political blogs, while red denotes republican ones. Links correspond to
blogs that contain references to each other. The clustering of the graph to a blue and red group
indicates the high degree of polarization that characterizes the US political landscape.
conservative blogs are clearly separated into two clusters. Furthermore, ascertaining social
network nodes as e.g., male or female and conservative or liberal, can in general be treated as
clustering in lack of supervision, or classification in the presence of some additional information
on a subset of the individuals. For example, given a friendship network, the political preferences
of a few individuals, and using the “homophily” assumption, an individual’s political opinion
will most likely be aligned with those of close friends, the political opinions of unobserved
individuals can be inferred by “association.” Finally, social networking platforms rely heavily
on link prediction and node recommendation to expand their networks, and keep their users
interested by suggesting the formation of new friendships.
6Figure 1.2: Subgraph of the Homo Sapiens protein-protein interaction (PPI) network extracted
from the Sting Consortium repository (link).
Biological networks
Protein–protein interactions (PPI) networks link proteins according to physical contacts of high
specificity established between two or more molecules as a result of biochemical events; see e.g.,
Fig. 1.2 for a subraph extracted from the Homo Sapiens PPI network. Given a set of functionally
uncharacterized genes or proteins from a Genome-Wide Association Study, or differential
expression analysis, experimental biologists often have little a priori information available to
guide the design of hypothesis-based experiments to determine molecular functions. For example,
what is the expected phenotype if a particular gene is removed? It would greatly improve
hypothesis formation if biologists had prior insight from predicted functions of interesting genes
or proteins in databases. Computational annotation of genes or proteins with unknown functions
is thus a fundamental research area in computational biology. From a graph-learning perspective,
the task of protein function prediction falls under the category of semi-supervised classification.
In this context, diffusion-based network models are widely used for protein function prediction
using protein network data, and have been shown to outperform neighborhood-based and module-
based methods [63].
7Figure 1.3: Graph-based representation of the recommendation setting. Users (round nodes) and
items (square nodes) form a heterogeneous network. User-item links are formed from observed
user preferences and/or implicit feedback, while (optional) intra-user links may be available
from friendships networks, and intra-item links may be inferred from data.
.
Recommender systems
Top-n recommendation algorithms provide ranked lists of items tailored to the particular user-
specific preferences, as depicted by their past interactions. Over the past years, they have
become an indispensable component of most e-commerce applications as well as content de-
livery platforms. Top-n recommendation often relies on graph-mining tools, and is intimately
intertwined with the task of link prediction. This becomes apparent upon considering that the
recommendation problem can be readily represented as a bipartite graph that connects a set of
users to a set of items. The links connecting user-nodes to item-nodes may represent observed
user-interactions (implicit feedback) or explicit item preferences as expressed by the users. This
past information that is encoded in the bipartite graph structure can be leveraged to predict future
or “meaningful” links, which can be directly translated to recommended items. Furthermore,
information on user-user (e.g., via social networking) and/or item-item relations may be available
or inferred in order to construct more general graph models; see Fig. 1.3 for an illustration.
In fact, methods relying on item-item relations are among the most popular approaches for
8Figure 1.4: Example of a knowledge graph constructed from entity/relation/entity
triples.
top-n recommendation. Such methods work by building a model that captures the relations
between the items, which is then used to recommend new items that are “close” to the ones
each user has consumed in the past. Item-based models have been shown to achieve high top-n
recommendation accuracy [111, 97], while being scalable and easy to interpret [35].
Knowledge graphs
A knowledge graph (KG) is a multi-relational graph composed of entities (nodes) and relations
(different types of edges). Each edge is represented as a triplet of the form (head entity, relation,
tail entity), also called a fact, indicating that two entities are connected by a specific relation;
see, for example, the triplet (EiffelTower, IsLocatedIn, Paris), where entities
EiffelTower and Paris are connected via the predicate (relation) IsLocatedIn. Such
triplets often follow the Resource Description Framework (RDF) semantic web specifications and
are frequently extracted from raw text data using various natural language processing tools. Given
a collection of RDF triplets, constructing a meaningful KG involves many challenging tasks
such as resolving entity ambiguities, identifying and resolving inconsistencies, and dealing with
9incomplete data. KGs can then be used to enhance the quality of semantic queries. Nevertheless,
although effective in representing structured data, the underlying symbolic nature of such triples
can render KGs hard to manipulate. To tackle this issue, a new research direction that is known
as KG embedding has been introduced and quickly gained massive popularity [126]. The key
idea is to embed components of a KG including entities and relations into continuous vector
spaces, so as to simplify the manipulation while preserving the inherent structure of the KG.
Those entity and relation embeddings can further be used to benefit all kinds of tasks, such as
KG completion, relation extraction, entity classification, and entity resolution.
1.2.2 Prior work in context
Learning over networks has been extensively pursued over the past two decades, with a wide
range of tools employed towards classifying nodes [30], predicting links [83] and discovering
communities [38] present in real and man-made networks. We will briefly summarize important
prior work on the tasks that the present thesis addresses, namely node classification, active
learning, and node embedding.
Semi-supervised node classification methods can be divided into three general categories with
regards to modeling and algorithmic complexity. The first category includes non-parametric
approaches leveraging homophily – a frequently observed property of real networks – that
similar to the more general smoothness-over-the-manifold assumption, is adopted by most semi-
supervised learning (SSL) methods [30]. This category also encompasses approaches employing
kernels on graphs [91], manifold regularization [18], transductive learning [118], iterative label
propagation [19, 140, 85, 77], graph partitioning [123, 64], competitive infection models [107],
and bootstrapped label propagation [25]. A notable subset of approaches relies on random
walks, which diffuse probabilistically the available information through the network. Celebrated
representatives include the Personalized PageRank [24] and the Heat Kernel [32] that were found
to perform remarkably well in node classification [84] and community detection [70] tasks, and
have also been theoretically linked to particular network models [14, 71, 73]. The upshot of
diffusion-based approaches is their ability to leverage sparsity that facilitates computations and
scalability. With their computational efficiency granted, the effectiveness of diffusion-based
methods—as well as most other non-parametric approaches—can vary considerably depending
on whether the chosen model conforms with the latent characteristics of the target application
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and the underlying network topology.
The second category comprises recently popular approaches to learning over networks
using node-embeddings [26, 46]. Embedding-based learning is a two stage process. First,
an embedding method is employed to map nodes to vectors in a low-dimensional Euclidean
space. Second, the extracted vectors that correspond to training nodes are used as an input
to a parametric supervised learning algorithm (e.g., logistic regression or SVM). The trained
model is then applied to predict vector representations of the remaining nodes. From a high-
level vantage point, node embedding methods form vector representations that preserve network
properties while adhering to structural and relational nodal characteristics. Thus, early embedding
efforts naturally relied on spectral or singular value decompositions [44] of the adjacency or the
Laplacian matrix of the network; see e.g., [130]. Recently, novel node-embedding methods have
emerged that are based on random walks, also borrowing ideas and heuristics from advances in
natural language processing; see e.g. [101, 47, 134]. The main advantage of the embedding-based
approaches is that they provide the means for any traditional feature-based learning algorithm to
be applied on networks, thus greatly increasing the range of available options. Their performance
however, is influenced by the extent to which their defining heuristic is aligned with the properties
of the learning task at hand, which will be generally unknown. Furthermore, embedding all
nodes of a network typically entails large computational complexity and memory requirements
that may prohibit their application to large real-world networks.
The third category of prior works includes convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures
that have been adapted to account for the network structure [13, 69, 115]. Such graph (G)CNNs
have recently gained popularity, and can be interpreted as jointly performing node-embedding and
learning. GCNNs have been reported to yield state-of-the-art performance in certain benchmark
networks. However, GCNNs heavily rely on additional information provided by feature vectors
that accompany some real networks (e.g. keywords and Abstracts in citation networks), and may
perform poorly in network-only setups. Generally, in the absence of further meta-information,
the excessive number of parameters may render GCNNs vulnerable to overfitting and challenging
to train. This is especially true when the amount of training data is limited. Moreover, while
the use of ‘shallow’ architectures proposed recently [69] can afford GCNNs with reasonable
computational complexity, to effectively capture the complex dynamics of real networks, deeper
architectures may be necessary, which can very easily lead to prohibitive computational overhead.
Finally, the intrinsically opaque nature of GCNNs renders their outputs challenging to interpret -
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what is desirable in most applications.
Active learning is the task of actively querying objects for information in order to maximize
a certain learning utility. In the present context, it refers to selecting which nodes to label in
order to maximize classification accuracy (or minimize teh generalization error). Prior art in
graph-based active learning can be divided in two categories. The first includes the non-adaptive
design-of-experiments-type methods, where sampling strategies are designed offline depending
only on the graph structure, based on ensemble optimality criteria. The non-adaptive category
also includes the variance minimization sampling [62], as well as the error upper bound mini-
mization in [49], and the data non-adaptive Σ-optimality approach in [89]. The second category
includes methods that select samples adaptively and jointly with the classification process, taking
into account both graph structure as well as previously obtained labels. Such data-adaptive
methods give rise to sampling schemes that are not optimal on average, but adapt to a given
realization of labels on the graph. Adaptive methods include the Bayesian risk minimization
[141], the information gain maximization [86], as well as the manifold preserving method of
[139]; see also [65, 40, 29]. Finally, related works deal with selective sampling of nodes that
arrive sequentially in a gradually augmented graph [48, 39, 117], as well as active sampling to
infer the graph structure [102, 53].
Node Embedding. Early embedding works mostly focused on a structure-preserving dimen-
sionality reduction of feature vectors (instead of nodes); see for instance [59, 16, 108, 56, 52].
In this context, graphs are constructed from pairwise feature vector relations and are treated as
representations of the manifold that data lie on; embedded vectors are then generated so that they
preserve the corresponding pair-wise proximities on the manifold. More recently, nodal vector
embedding of a graph has attracted considerable attention in different fields, and is often posed as
the factorization of a properly defined node similarity matrix [10, 131, 74, 99, 104, 28, 114, 138].
Efforts in this direction mostly focus on designing meaningful similarity metrics to factorize.
While some methods (e.g. [10, 99]) maintain scalability by factorizing similarity matrices in an
implicit manner (without explicitly forming them), others such as [104, 28] form and/or factorize
dense similarity matrices that scale poorly to large graphs. Another line of work opts to gradually
fit pairs of embedded vectors to existing edges using stochastic optimization tools [120, 119].
Such approaches are naturally scalable and entail a high degree of locality. Recently, stochastic
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edge-fitting has been generalized to implicitly accommodate long-range node similarities [122].
Meanwhile, other works have approached node embeddings using random-walk-based tools
and concepts originating from natural language processing [101, 47, 109]; see also related
works on embedding of knowledge graphs [23, 129]. Methods that rely on graph convolutional
neural networks and autoencoders have also been proposed for node embedding [125, 121, 27].
Moreover, a gamut of related embedding tasks are gaining traction, such as embedding based on
structural roles of nodes [106, 36], supervised embeddings for classification [134], and inductive
embedding methods that utilize multiple graphs [51]
1.2.3 Challenges
The present subsection identifies and outlines some of the significant challenges of practical
learning-over-graphs tasks.
C1. Versatility and Adaptability of Learning Frameworks. As seen in Section 1.2.1, real-
world graphs may arise from vastly different domains, ranging from knowledge databases
to protein interactions. Naturally, such graphs are expected to have different properties and
unique characteristics. It then becomes apparent that, for any given task, there may not be a
“one-size-fits-all” approach.
C2. Effective and interpretable learning over networks under scarce training data. In
several applications, learning over networks must rely on a limited number of training data. Node
classification in biological networks for instance, seeks the unknown function of all proteins
based on a small subset of them. In link prediction for top-n recommendations, relevant items are
sought in the user-item bipartite network based on implicit user feedback regarding a tiny fraction
of them. Under such training setups, the challenge is to effectively capture the latent patterns,
while avoiding the pitfall of overfitting the scarce available information. At the same time,
being able to explain the outcomes of a learning algorithm is becoming increasingly important.
Currently, available methods are either too simplistic to attain desirable learning performance, or,
they offer over-parametrized ‘black box’ approaches without quantifiable generalization ability,
and with limited transparency to produce interpretable outcomes.
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C3. Dealing with unreliable data. The tacit assumption behind standard statistical learning
schemes is that the available training data reliably reflect the function to be learned. In various
applications however, this is not the case. For example, learning over social networks in our era of
‘misinformation’ and ‘fake news,’ renders the majority of learning schemes brittle to the presence
of malicious or heavily biased data. Is there a way to attain robust learning-over-networks even
from unreliable data? Means of addressing this issue has potentially transformative consequences
of both theoretical and practical interest.
C4. Massive networks that change over time. Real networks often comprise hundreds of
millions of nodes, and learning tasks on them must be performed in a timely fashion. Dynamic
networks, such as those corresponding to social media or the Web, must be analyzed frequently for
their predictions to be valid and useful. Likewise, detection of suspicious activity in transaction
networks needs to be performed daily, if not on-the-fly. Oftentimes the sheer volume of such
networks proves to be simply too-much for state-of-the-art approaches to handle. This is why
time-and-again in practice one typically resorts to simpler and efficient schemes based on e.g.,
the PageRank [100] or simple Random-Walks [50] that have documented reliable and scalable
performance. Can we combine the efficiency of diffusion-based approaches with the due flexibility
to learn complex interactions? This crucial question has not been sufficiently addressed.
1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions
Chapter 2 deals with active sampling of graph nodes representing training data for binary classi-
fication. The graph may be given or constructed using similarity measures among nodal features.
Leveraging the graph for classification builds on the premise that labels across neighboring
nodes are correlated according to a categorical Markov random field (MRF). This model is
further relaxed to a Gaussian (G)MRF with labels taking continuous values - an approximation
that not only mitigates the combinatorial complexity of the categorical model, but also offers
optimal unbiased soft predictors of the unlabeled nodes. The proposed sampling strategy is
based on querying the node whose label disclosure is expected to inflict the largest change on the
GMRF, and in this sense it is the most informative on average. Connections are established with
other sampling methods including uncertainty sampling, variance minimization, and sampling
based on the Σ−optimality criterion. A simple yet effective heuristic is also introduced for
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increasing the exploration capabilities of the sampler, and reducing bias of the resultant classifier,
by adjusting the confidence on the model label predictions. The novel sampling strategies are
based on quantities that are readily available without the need for model retraining, rendering
them computationally efficient and scalable to large-scale graphs. Numerical tests using synthetic
and real data demonstrate that the proposed methods achieve accuracy that is comparable or
superior to the state-of-the-art even at reduced runtime.
Chapter 3 aims at improving the classifier itself, focusing specifically on diffusion-based
classifiers. The effectiveness of the latter can vary considerably depending on whether the chosen
diffusion conforms with the latent label propagation mechanism that might be, (i) particular
to the target application or underlying network topology; and, (ii) different for each class.
The contribution of this chapter is to alleviate these shortcomings and markedly improve the
performance of random-walk-based classifiers by adapting the diffusion functions of every class
to both the network and the observed labels. The resultant novel classifier relies on the notion
of landing probabilities of short-length random walks rooted at the observed nodes of each
class. The small number of these landing probabilities can be extracted efficiently with a small
number of sparse matrix-vector products, thus ensuring applicability to large-scale networks.
Theoretical analysis establishes that short random walks are in most cases sufficient for reliable
classification. Furthermore, an algorithm is developed to identify (and potentially remove)
outlying or anomalous samples jointly with adapting the diffusions. We test our methods in terms
of multiclass and multilabel classification accuracy, and confirm that they can achieve results
competitive to state-of-the-art methods, while also being considerably faster [20].
Finally, Chapter 4 identifies and addresses several major challenges faced by node embedding.
Practical embedding methods have to deal with real-world graphs that arise from different
domains, with inherently diverse underlying processes as well as similarity structures and
metrics. On the other hand, similar to principal component analysis in feature vector spaces,
node embedding is an inherently unsupervised task. Lacking metadata for validation, practical
schemes motivate standardization and limited use of tunable hyperparameters. Lastly, node
embedding methods must be scalable in order to cope with large-scale real-world graphs of
networks with ever-increasing size. This last chapter puts forth an adaptive node embedding
framework that adjusts the embedding process to a given underlying graph, in a fully unsupervised
manner. This is achieved by leveraging the notion of a tunable node similarity matrix that assigns
weights on multihop paths. The design of multihop similarities ensures that the resultant
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embeddings also inherit interpretable spectral properties. The proposed model is thoroughly
investigated, interpreted, and numerically evaluated using stochastic block models. Moreover, an
unsupervised algorithm is developed for training the model parameters effieciently. Extensive
node classification, link prediction, and clustering experiments are carried out on many real-
world graphs from various domains, along with comparisons with state-of-the-art scalable and
unsupervised node embedding alternatives. The proposed method enjoys superior performance
in many cases, while also yielding interpretable information on the underlying graph structure.
The thesis is summarized, and interesting open problems are outlined in Chapter 5.
1.4 Notational Conventions
The following notation will be used throughout the subsequent chapters. Lower- (upper-) case
boldface fonts denote vectors (matrices). Calligraphic letters are reserved for sets, e.g., S.
Symbol T (H) as superscript stands for matrix and vector transposition (conjugate transposition).
For vectors, ‖·‖2 or ‖·‖ represents the Euclidean norm, while ‖·‖0 denotes the `0 pseudo-norm
counting the number of nonzero entries. The floor (ceiling) operation bcc (dce) denotes the
largest integer no greater (the smallest integer but no smaller) than the given number c > 0; and
|S| counts the number of entries in S . LetN (µ,Σ) denote the vector Gaussian distribution with





−x˜2dx˜ the Gauss error function.
For any integerm > 0, symbol [m] denotes the set {1, 2, . . . , m}. Finally, represents positive
semi-definiteness of matrices, while the ordered eigenvalues of matrixX ∈ Rn×n are given as
λ1(X) ≥ λ2(X) ≥ · · · ≥ λn(X).
Chapter 2
Active Learning over Graphs
with Maximum Expected-Change
Consider a connected undirected graph G = {V, E}, where V is the set of N nodes, and E
contains the edges that are also represented by the N ×N weighted adjacency matrix A. Let us
further suppose that a binary label yi ∈ {−1, 1} is associated with each node vi. The weighted
binary labeled graph can either be given, or, it can be inferred from a set of N data points
{xi, yi}Ni=1 such that each node of the graph corresponds to a data point.
In this context, semi-supervised learning amounts to propagating an observed subset of labels
to the rest of the network. Thus, upon observing {yi}i∈L where L ⊆ V , henceforth collected in
the |L| × 1 vector yL, the goal is to infer the labels of the unlabeled nodes {yi}i∈U concatenated
in the vector yU , where U := V/L. Let us consider labels as random variables that follow an
unknown joint distribution (y1, y2, . . . , yN ) ∼ p(y1, y2, . . . , yN ), or y ∼ p(y) for brevity.
For the purpose of inferring unobserved from observed labels, it would suffice if the joint
posterior distribution p (yU |yL) were available; then, yU could be obtained as a combination
of labels that maximizes p (yU |yL). Moreover, obtaining the marginal posterior distributions
p (yi|yL) of each unlabeled node i is often of interest, especially in the present greedy active
sampling approach. To this end, it is well documented that MRFs are suitable for modeling









where the “partition function” Zβ ensures that (2.1a) integrates to 1, β is a scalar that controls






wi,j (yi − yj)2 = yTLy (2.1b)
that captures the graph-induced label dependencies through the graph Laplacian matrix L :=
D−A with D := diag(A1). This categorical MRF model in (2.1a) naturally incorporates the
known graph structure (through L) in the label distribution by assuming label configurations
where nearby labels (large edge weights) are similar, and have lower energy as well as higher like-
lihood. Still, finding the joint and marginal posteriors using (2.1a) and (2.1b) incurs exponential
complexity since yU ∈ {−1, 1}|U|. To deal with this challenge, less complex continuous-valued
models are well motivated for a scalable approximation of the marginal posteriors. This prompts
our next step to allow for continuous-valued label configurations ψU ∈ R|U| that are modeled by
a GMRF.
2.0.1 GMRF relaxation
Consider approximating the binary field y ∈ {−1, 1}|U| that is distributed according to (2.1a)
with the continuous-valued ψ ∼ N (0,C), where the covariance matrix satisfies C−1 = L.
Label propagation under this relaxed GMRF model becomes readily available in closed form.
Indeed, ψU|L of unlabeled nodes conditioned on the labeled ones obeys
ψU|L ∼ N (µU|L,L−1UU ) (2.2)













where the first equality holds because for jointly Gaussian zero-mean vectors the MMSE es-
timator coincides with the linear (L)MMSE one (see e.g., [67, p. 382]), while the second
equality is derived in Appendix A1. When binary labels yL are obtained, they can be treated as
measurements of the continuous field (ψL := yL), and (2.4) reduces to
µU|L = −L−1UULULyL. (2.5)
Interestingly, the conditional mean of the GMRF in (2.5) may serve as an approximation of
the marginal posteriors of the unknown labels. Specifically, for the i−th node, we adopt the
approximation






























where the first equality follows from the fact that the expectation of a Bernouli random variable
equals its probability. Given the approximation of p (yi|yL) in (2.6), and the uninformative prior
p(yi = 1) = 0.5 ∀i ∈ V , the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of yi, which in the Gaussian










, ∀i ∈ U (2.7)
thus completing the propagation of the observed yL to the unlabeled nodes of the graph.
It is worth stressing at this point, that as the set of labeled samples changes, so does the
dimensionality of the conditional mean in (2.5), along with the “auto-” and “cross-” Laplacian
sub-matrices that enable soft label propagation via (2.5), and hard label propagation through
(2.7).
Two remarks are now in order. First, it is well known that the Laplacian of a graph is not
invertible, since L1 = 0; see, e.g. [72]. To deal with this issue, we instead use L + δI, where
δ  1 is selected arbitrarily small but large enough to guarantee the numerical stability of e.g.,
LUU in (2.5). A closer look at the energy function Φ(y) :=
∑





reveals that this simple modification amounts to adding a “self-loop” of weight δ to each node of
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Algorithm 1 Active Graph Sampling Algorithm
Input: Adjacency matrix A, δ  1
Initialize: U0 = V , L0 = ∅, µ = 0,G0 = (L + δI)−1
First query is chosen at random
for t = 1 : T do
Scan U t−1 to find best query node vkt as in (2.8)
Obtain label ykt of vkt
Update the GMRF mean as in (2.9)
Update Gt as in (2.10)
U t = U t−1/{kt}, Lt = Lt−1 ∪ {kt}
end for
Predict remaining unlabeled nodes as in (2.7)
the graph. Alternatively, δ can be viewed as a regularizer that “pushes” the entries of the Gaussian
field ψU closer to 0, which also causes the (approximated) marginal posteriors p(yi|yL) to be
closer to 0.5 (cf. eq. (6)). In that sense, δ enforces the priors p(yi = 1) = p(yi = −1) = 0.5.
Second, the method introduced here for label propagation (cf. (2.5)) is algorithmically similar
to the one reported in [141]. The main differences are: i) we perform soft label propagation
by minimizing the mean-square prediction error of unlabeled from labeled samples; and ii) our
model approximates {−1, 1} labels with a zero-mean Gaussian field, while the model in [141]
approximates {0, 1} labels also with a zero-mean Gaussian field (instead of one centered at 0.5).
Apparently, [141] treats the two classes differently since it exhibits a bias towards class 0; thus,
simply denoting class 0 as class 1 yields different marginal posteriors and classification results.
In contrast, our model is bias-free and treats the two classes equally.
2.0.2 Active sampling with GMRFs
In passive learning, L is either chosen at random, or, it is determined a priori. In our pool
based active learning setup, the learner can examine a set of instances (nodes in the context of
graph-cognizant classification), and can choose which instances to label. Given its cardinality
|L|, one way to approximate the exponentially complex task of selecting L is to greedily sample
one node per iteration t with index




where U t−1 is the unlabeled set at time t− 1, and U(v,Lt−1) is a utility function that evaluates
how informative node v is while taking into account information already available in Lt−1. Upon
disclosing label ykt , it can be shown that instead of re-solving (2.5), the GMRF mean can be
updated recursively using the “dongle node” trick in [141] as
µ
+ykt
Ut−1|Lt−1 = µUt−1|Lt−1 +
1
gktkt
(ykt − [µUt−1|Lt−1 ]kt)gkt (2.9)
where µ
+ykt
Ut−1|Lt−1 is the conditional mean of the unlabeled nodes when node vkt is assigned
label ykt (thus “gravitating” the GMRF mean [µUt−1|Lt−1 ]kt toward its replacement ykt); vector
gkt := [L
−1
Ut−1Ut−1 ]:kt and scalar gktkt := [L
−1
Ut−1Ut−1 ]ktkt are the kt−th column and diagonal
entry of the Laplacian inverse, respectively. Subsequently, the new conditional mean vector
µUt|Lt defined over U t is given by removing the i−th entry of µ+yiUt−1|Lt−1 . Using Shur’s lemma
it can be shown that the inverse Laplacian G−ktt when the kt−th node is removed from the









which requires onlyO(|U|2) computations instead ofO(|U|3) for matrix inversion. Alternatively,
one may obtain G−ktt by applying the matrix inversion lemma employed by the RLS-like solver
in [141]. The resultant greedy active sampling scheme for graphs is summarized in Algorithm
1. Note that, existing data-adaptive sampling schemes, e.g., [141], [65], [86], often require
model-retraining by examining candidate labels per unlabeled node (cf. (2.8)). Thus, even
when retraining is efficient, it still needs to be performed |U| ×#Classes times per iteration of
Algorithm 1, which in practice significantly increases runtime, especially for larger graphs.
In summary, different sampling strategies emerge by selecting distinct utilities U(v,Lt−1) in
(2.8). In this context, the goal of the present work is to develop novel active learning schemes
within a maximum-expected change framework that achieve high accuracy with a small number
of samples. A further desirable attribute of the sought approach is to bypass the need for GMRF
retraining.
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2.1 Expected model change
Judiciously selecting the utility function is of paramount importance in designing an efficient
active sampling algorithm. In the present work, we introduce and investigate the relative merits
of different choices under the prism of expected change (EC) measures that we advocate as
information-revealing utility functions. From a high-level vantage point, the idea is to identify
and sample nodes of the graph that are expected to have the greatest impact on the available
GMRF model of the unknown labels. Thus, contrary to the expected error reduction and entropy
minimization approaches that actively sample with the goal of increasing the “confidence” on the
model, our focus is on effecting maximum perturbation of the model with each node sampled.
The intuition behind our approach is that by sampling nodes with large impact, one may take
faster steps towards an increasingly accurate model.
2.1.1 EC of model predictions
An intuitive measure of expected model change for a given node vi is the expected number
of unlabeled nodes whose label prediction will change after sampling the label of vi. To start,






where yˆ+yij is the predicted label for the j−th node after the label of the i−th node is revealed,
denoting the number of such “flips” in the predicted labels of (2.7). For notational brevity, we





= p(yi = 1|yL)F (yi = 1,µU|L)
+ p(yi = −1|yL)F (yi = −1,µU|L)
≈ 1
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F (yi = −1,µU|L) (2.12)
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where the approximation is because (2.6) was used in place of p(yi = 1|yL). Note that model
retraining using (2.9) is required to be performed twice (in general, as many as the number of
classes) for each node in U in order to obtain the labels {yˆj}+yi in (2.11).
2.1.2 EC using KL divergence
The utility function in (2.12) depends on the hard label decisions of (2.7), but does not account
for perturbations that do not lead to changes in label predictions. To obtain utility functions
that are more sensitive to the soft GMRF model change, it is prudent to measure how much the
continuous distribution of the unknown labels changes after sampling. Towards this goal, we













For the special case where p(x) and q(x) are Gaussian with identical covariance matrix C and
corresponding means mp and mq, their KL divergence is expressible in closed form as
DKL(p||q) = 1
2
(mp −mq)TC−1(mp −mq) (2.13)
Upon recalling that ψU defined over the unlabeled nodes is Gaussian [cf. (2.2)], and since
the Gaussian field obtained after node vi ∈ U is designated label yi is also Gaussian, we have
ψ+yiU ∼ N (µ+yiU|L,L−1UU ). (2.14)
It thus follows that the KL divergence induced on the GMRF after sampling yi is (cf. (2.13))









(yi − µi)2gTi LUUgi =
1
2gii
(yi − µi)2 (2.15)
where the second equality relied on (2.9), and the last equality used the definition of gii. The
divergence in (2.15) can be also interpreted as the normalized innovation of observation yi.







= p(yi = 1|yL)DKL(ψ+yi=1U ||ψU )




















(1− µ2i ). (2.16)
Interestingly, the utility in (2.16) leads to a form of uncertainty sampling, since (1 − µ2i ) is a
measure of uncertainty of the model prediction for node vi, further normalized by gii, which is
the variance of the Gaussian field (cf. [62]). Note also that the expected KL divergence in (2.16)
also relates to the information gain between {ψj}j∈U/{i} and yi.
Albeit easy to compute since model retraining is not required, UKLG quantifies the impact
of disclosing yi on the GMRF, but not the labels {yj}j∈U/{i} themselves. To account for the
labels themselves, an alternative KL-based utility function could treat {yj}j∈U−{i} as Bernouli
variables [c.f. (2.6)]; that is
yj ∼ Ber((µj + 1)/2). (2.17)
In that case, one would ideally be interested in obtaining the expected KL divergence between
the true posteriors, that is
Eyi|yL [DKL (p(yU |yL, yi)||p(yU |yL))] . (2.18)
Nevertheless, the joint pdfs of the labels are not available by the GMRF model; in fact, any
attempt at evaluating the joint posteriors incurs exponential complexity. One way to bypass
this limitation is by approximating the joint posterior p(yU |yL) with the product of marginal
posteriors
∏
j∈U p(yj |yL), since the later are readily given by the GMRF. Using this indepen-
dence assumption causes the joint KL divergence in (4.23) to break down to the sum of marginal
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I(yj , yi) (2.19)
where
I(yj , yi) := Eyi|yL [DKL (p(yj |yL, yi)||p(yj |yL))]
≈ 1
2








since for univariate distributions the expected KL divergence between the prior and posterior is
equivalent to the mutual information between the observed random variable and its unknown
label. Note also that the KL divergence between univariate distributions is simply
DKL(y+yij ||yj) = H(y+yij , yj)−H(y+yij ) (2.21)
where H(y+yij , yj) denotes the cross-entropy, which for Bernouli variables is
H(y+yij , yj) = −
1
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Combining (2.19)-(2.22) yields UKL. Intuitively, this utility promotes the sampling of nodes
that are expected to induce large change on the model (cross-entropy between old and new
distributions), while at the same time increasing the “confidence” on the model (negative entropy
of updated distribution). Furthermore, the mutual-information-based expressions (19) and (20)
establish a connection to the information-based metrics in [86] and [75], giving an expected-
model-change interpretation of the entropy reduction method.
2.1.3 EC without model retraining
In this section, we introduce two measures of model change that do not require model retraining
(cf. Remark 3), and hence are attractive in their simplicity. Specifically, retraining (i.e., computing
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µ+yiUt−1|Lt−1 , ∀i ∈ U and ∀yi ∈ Y) is not required if per-node utility U(v,Lt−1) can be given in
closed-form as a function of Gt−1 and µUt−1|Lt−1 . Two such measures are explored here: one
based on the sum of total variations that a new sample inflicts on the (approximate) marginal
distributions of the unknown labels, and one based on the mean-square deviation that a new
sample is expected to inflict on the GMRF.








Using the approximation in (2.6), the total variation between the distribution of an unknown
label yj and the same label y
+yi
j after yi becomes available is




|µ+yij − µj |+ |1− µ+yij − (1− µj)|
)
= |µ+yij − µj |. (2.23)
Consequently, the sum of total variations over all the unlabeled nodes {vj}j∈U/[{i}] is
∆(y+yiU ,yU ) :=
∑
j∈U





where the second equality follows by concatenating all total variations (cf. (2.23)) in vector form,
and the last one follows by the GMRF update rule in (2.9). Finally, the expected sum of total
variations utility score-function is defined as









Eyi|yL [|yi − µi|] = p(yi = 1|yL)|1− µi|+ p(yi = −1|yL)| − 1− µi| ≈ 2(1− µ2i )
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it follows that the utility function based on total variation can be expressed as
UTV (vi,L) = 2
gii
(1− µ2i )‖gi‖1. (2.24)










Our next proposed utility score is the expected MSD between the Gaussian fields ψU and ψ
+yi
U






















= 2tr(L−1UU ) + ‖µ+yiU|L − µU|L‖22
∝ 1
g2ii
(yi − µi)2‖gi‖22. (2.26)
The second equality in (2.26) is derived in Appendix A2 under the assumption that ψU and ψ
+yi
U
are independent random vectors. Furthermore, the term 2tr(L−1UU ) is ignored since it does not
depend on yi, and the final expression of (2.26) is obtained using (2.9). Finally, substituting
(2.26) into (2.25) yields the following closed-form expression of the MSD-based utility score
function





Note that UTV and UMSD are proportional to the expected KL divergence of the Gaussian
field UKLG in the previous section since
UTV (vi,L) ∝ UKLG(vi,L)‖gi‖1 (2.28)
and
UMSD(vi,L) ∝ UKLG(vi,L)‖gi‖2 (2.29)
with the norms ‖gi‖1 and ‖gi‖2 quantifying the average influence of the i−th node over the rest
of the unlabeled nodes.
It is worth mentioning that our TV- and MSD-based methods relate to the Σ−optimality-
based active learning [89] and the variance minimization [62] correspondingly. This becomes










Then, further inspection reveals that the metrics are related by
UTV (vi) ∝ 1
gii




(1− µ2i )UVM (vi). (2.31)
In fact, UTV and UMSD may be interpreted as data-driven versions of UΣ−opt and UVM that
are enhanced with the uncertainty term g−1ii (1 − µ2i ). On the one hand, UΣ−opt and UVM are
design-of-experiments-type methods that rely on ensemble criteria and offer offline sampling
schemes more suitable for applications where the set L of nodes may only be labeled as a batch.
On the other hand, UTV and UMSD are data-adaptive sampling schemes that adjust to the specific
realization of labels, and are expected to outperform their batch counterparts in general. This
connection is established due to UVM (vi) and UΣ−opt(vi) being l2 and l1 ensemble loss metrics
on the GMRF (see equations 2.3 and 2.5 in [12]); similarly, MSD (mean square deviation) and
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Table 2.1: Summary of EC methods based on different metrics of change
Method Change metric Retraining Utility function
FL # of flipped labels Yes Eq. (11) and (12)
KLG KL divergence of GMRF No ∝ 1gii (1− µ2i )
KL KL divergence of (Bernouli) discrete labels Yes Eq. (19) – (22)




TV Total variation of discrete labels No ∝ (1− µ2i )‖gi‖1gii
TV (total variation) are also l2 (on the GMRF distribution) and l1 (on the binary labels pmf)
metrics of change.
Note that, while the proposed methods were developed for binary classification, they can
easily be modified to cope with multiple classes using the one-vs-the-rest trick. Specifically,
for any set C of possible classes, it suffices to solve |C| binary problems, each one focused on
detecting the presence or absence of a class. Consequently, the maximum among the GMRF
means µ(c)i ∀c ∈ C reveals which class is the most likely for the i−th node. In addition, the
marginal posteriors are readily given by normalizing the binary posteriors in (2.6), that is



















and similarly for the MSD-based scheme.
A summary of the five different methods that were considered in the context of the proposed
EC-based active learning framework is given in Table I.
2.1.4 Computational Complexity analysis
The present section analyzes the computational complexity of implementing the proposed
adaptive sampling methods, as well as that of other common adaptive and non-adaptive active
learning approaches on graphs. Complexity here refers to float-point multiplications and is given
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Table 2.2: Computational and memory complexity of various methods
Offline Sampling Update Memory
Random O(|E||C|) ∗ ∗ O(|E|+N |C|)
VM [62], Σ-opt [89] O(|L|N2) ∗ ∗ O(N2)
Uncertainty (min. margin) ∗ O(log |C|N) O(|E||C|) O(|E|+N |C|)
EER [140], TSA [65] O(|E|N) O(|C|2N2) O(N2) O(N2)
FL O(|E|N) O(|C|N2) O(N2) O(N2)
TV, MSD O(|E|N) O(|C|N) O(N2) O(N2)
in O(·) notation as function of the number of nodes N , number of edges |E| and number of
classes |C|. Three types of computational tasks are considered separately: computations that can
be performed offline (e.g., initialization), computations required to update model after a new
node is observed (only for adaptive methods), and the complexity of selecting a new node to
sample (cf. eq. (2.8)).
Let as begin with the “plain-vanilla” label propagation scenario where nodes are randomly
(or passively) sampled. In that case, the online framework described in Algorithm 1 and Section
II.B is not necessary and the nodes can be classified offline after collecting |L| samples and
obtaining (2.5) for each class in C. Exploiting the sparsity of the L, (2.5) can be approximated via
a Power-like iteration (see, e.g., [128]) withO(|E||C|) complexity. Similarly to passive sampling,
non-adaptive approaches such as the variance-minimization (VM) in [62] and Σ-opt design
in [89] can also be implemented offline. However, unlike passive sampling, the non-adaptive
sampling methods require computation of G0 = (L + δI)−1, which can be approximated with
O(|E|N) multiplications via the Jacobi method. The offline complexity of VM and Σ-opt
is dominated by the complexity required to design the label set L which is equivalent to |L|
iterations of Algorithm 1 using UVM (vi) and UΣ−opt(vi) correspondingly. Thus, the total offline
complexity of VM and Σ-opt is O(|L|N2), while O(N2) memory is required to store and
process G0.
In the context of adaptive methods, computational efficiency largely depends on whether
matrix G is used for sampling and updating. Simple methods such as uncertainty sampling based
on minimum margin do not require G and have soft labels updated after each new sample using
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iterative label-propagation (see, e.g., [86]) with O(|E||C|) complexity. Uncertainty-sampling-
based criteria are also typically very lightweight requiring for instance sorting class-wise the
soft labels of each node (O(log |C|N) per sample). While uncertainty-based methods are faster
and more scalable, their accuracy is typically significantly lower than that of more sophisticated
methods that use G. Methods that use G such as the proposed EC algorithms in Section III, the
expected-error minimization (EER) in [141], and the two-step approximation (TSA) algorithm in
[65] all requireO(N2) to perform the update in (2.10). However, TSA and EER use retraining (cf.
Remark 3) that incurs complexity O(|C|2N2) to perform one sample selection; computing the
“expected error” requires fictitiously labeling every unlabeled node, and re-computing the metric
by treating the fictitious label as the true label. More specifically, consider the normalization of
the binary posteriors that is required (similar to the one discussed in Remark 4) in order to define
a posterior pmf over multiple classes (|C| > 2). Normalization entails |C| divisions, and happens
|C| times (once for every possible label of an unlabeled node). This gives rise to a nested loop
where the outer loop repeats |C| times and the inner loop requires |C|N computations, yielding a
total complexity O(|C|2N) for computing the expected error score for one node. Since these
scores have to be computed over all unlabeled nodes (in order to select the best one), the overall
complexity to obtain a sample according to EER or TSA isO(|C|2N2). In contrast, the proposed
MSD and TV methods (cf. (2.24), (2.27)) only require O(|C|N) for sampling. Note that the
performance gap between EER and TSA on the one hand, and TV and MSD on the other grows
as the number of classes |C| increases.
The complexity analysis is summarized in Table II and indicates that the proposed retraining-
free adaptive methods exhibit lower overall complexity than EER and TSA. An important
modification is proposed in the ensuing section in order to deal with the challenge of bias that is
inherent to all data-adaptive sampling schemes.
2.2 Promoting exploration by adjusting model confidence
It has been observed that active learning schemes may become ”myopic” [113], meaning that
they become overly focus on exploiting (focusing on) a small region of the sample space, and
neglect exploration. Uncertainty sampling in particular can be prone to such behavior, due to
the fact that it is more “myopic,” in the sense that it does not take into account the effect of a
potential sample on the generalization capabilities of the classifier. Since the TV- and MSD-based
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utility score functions in (2.24) and (2.26) are influenced by the uncertainty factor (1− µ2i ), it is
important to mitigate this effect before testing the performance of the proposed approaches.
Let us begin by observing that most active learning methods, including those based on EC
we introduced here, are based on utility score functions that take the general form
U(vi,L) = Eyi|yL [C(yi,L)] (2.33)
where C(yi,L) is any metric that evaluates the effect of node vi on the model, given that its label
is yi. Using the existing probability model to predict how the model itself will change, induces
“myopic” behavior especially in the early stages of the sampling process when the inferred model
is most likely far from the true distribution.
One possible means of reducing bias is by complementing greedy active learning strategies
with random sampling. Thats is, instead of selecting the index kt of the node to be sampled at
the t−th iteration according to (2.8), one can opt for a two-branch hybrid rule
kt =
{
arg maxi∈Ut−1 U(vi,Lt−1), w.p. (1− pit)
Unif{1, . . . , |Lt−1|}, w.p. pit
. (2.34)
where pit is the probability that at iteration t the sampling strategy switches to uniform random
sampling over the unlabeled nodes. Naturally, one should generally select a sequence {pit} such
that pit → 0 as t increases the model becomes more accurate. Upon testing the simple heuristic
in (2.34) we observed that it can significantly improve the performance of the more “myopic”
active sampling strategies. Specifically, uncertainty sampling which relies purely on exploitation
can be greatly enhanced by completing it with the exploration queries introduced by (2.34).
Another option is to sample nodes that maximize the minimum over all possible labels




Albeit intuitive, (2.34) is not as appropriate for promoting exploration in more sophisticated
strategies such as the ones presented in this work, because it does not account for the graph
structure, and it is somewhat aggressive in assuming that with probability pit the model is
completely uninformative. For similar reasons, (2.35) also does not produce satisfactory results.
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In the present section, we introduce a “softer” heuristic that is better tailored to the sampling
strategies at hand. The main idea is to implement U(vi,L) in (2.33) using a different set of
probabilities than the ones provided by the model (cf. (2.6)). Specifically, we suggest to use
label predictions that are closer to a “non-informative” prior early on, and gradually converge to
the ones provided by the trained model as our confidence on the latter increases. Thus, instead of
taking the expectation in (2.33) over p (yi|yL), one may instead use a convex combination of the
latter and a node prior pi(yi), that is
pˇ (yi|yL;αt) = αtpi(yi) + (1− αt)p (yi|yL) (2.36)
where 0 ≤ αt ≤ 1 is a constant that quantifies the confidence on the current estimate of the
posterior. If no prior is available, one may simply use pi(yi = 1) = pi(yi = −1) = 1/2.
Intuitively pleasing results were obtained when combining (2.36) with EC methods. For instance,








where at tunes the sensitivity of the sampling process to the uncertainty metric (1 − µ2i ). As
more samples become available, the confidence that the current estimate of the posterior is close
to the true distribution may increase. Thus, instead of using a constant α throughout the sampling
process, one may use a sequence {αt}Tt=1, where t is the iteration index, T the total number
of samples, and at is inversely proportional to t. Finally, note that by setting αt = 1∀t the
uncertainty terms vanish with MSD and TV becoming non-adaptive.
2.3 Experimental Results
The present section includes numerical experiments carried to assess the performance of the









as a function of the number of nodes sampled by the GMRF-based active learning algorithms
(cf. Algorithm 1). We compare the proposed methods (number of flips (FL), KL divergence,
MSD, sum of TVs) with the variance minimization (VM) [62], Σ−optimality [89], expected
error minimization (EER) [141], and two-step approximation method (TSA) [65]. Furthermore,
we compare with the minimum-margin uncertainty sampling (UNC) scheme that samples the
node with smallest difference between the largest soft labels, which is equivalent to using the
utility function UUNC(vi,L) := −|µ(c1)i − µ(c2)i |, where c1 and c2 is the most-probable and
second-most probable class for node vi correspondingly. Finally, all methods are compared to the
predictions that are given by the GMRF method used here (cf. (2.2)-(2.7)) with nodes sampled
randomly (passive learning). For all graph tested the prediction accuracy remained high for a
large range of δ ∈ [0.1, 0.001] with the exact value tuned for every graph in order to maximize
accuracy for passive (random) sampling.
2.3.1 Synthetic graphs
Following [65], we first considered a 10× 10 rectangular grid similar to the one in Fig. 1, where
each node is connected to four neighboring nodes. Red dots correspond to nodes belonging to
class 1, and uncolored intersections correspond to nodes belonging to class -1. To make the
classification task more challenging, the class 1 region was separated into two 3 × 3 squares
(upper left and lower right) and additional class 1 nodes were added w.p. 0.5 along the dividing
lines. Plotted in Fig. 3 is the accuracy-vs-number of samples performance averaged over 50
Monte Carlo runs. As expected, most algorithms outperform random sampling. In addition, one
observes that purely exploratory non-adaptive methods (VM and Σ−optimality) enjoy relatively
high accuracy for a small number of samples, but are eventually surpassed by adaptive methods.
It can also be observed that the novel TV method with at = t−1/2 performs equally well to the
state-of-the-art TSA method. Interestingly, it does so while using a much simpler criterion that
avoids model retraining, and therefore requires significantly shorter runtime. Note finally that
the performance of ERR is poor because the sampler easily becomes “trapped” in one of the two
class 1 regions, and does not explore the graph.
The purpose of the experiment in Fig. 1 was to simulate problems where a complex
label distribution appears on a simple uniform graph (e.g., image segmentation). To simulate
more structured graphs, we generated a 1000-node network using the Lancichinetti–Fortunato–
Radicchi (LFR) method [78]. The LFR algorithm is widely used to generate benchmark graphs
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that resemble real world networks by exhibiting community structure and degree distributions
that follow the power law. Figure 2 reveals the sparsity pattern of the adjacency matrix of the
LFR graph that was used, while the 3 clearly visible clusters correspond to groups of nodes in
the same class, that is
yi =

1, i ∈ [1, 250]
2, i ∈ [251, 600]
3, i ∈ [601, 1000]
Note that, unlike the one in Fig. 1, the graph used here is characterized by a community structure
that matches the nodes labels. This is a highly favorable scenario for the non-adaptive VM and
Σ-opt approaches that rely solely on the graph structure. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 4, VM and Σ-opt
quickly reach 90% accuracy by selecting 5 most influential samples. Nevertheless, between 5
and 10 samples our proposed MSD and TV adaptive methods enjoy superior accuracy before
converging to 100% accuracy.
2.3.2 Similarity graphs from real datasets
Real binary classification datasets taken from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository [4] and
the LibSVM webpage [6] were used for further testing of the proposed methods. First, each entry
of the feature vectors was normalized to lie between -1 and 1. Then, a graph was constructed
using the Pearson correlations among pairs of normalized feature vectors as weights of the
adjacency matrix W; thresholding was also applied to negative and small weights leading to
sparse adjacency matrices. It was observed that sparsification generally improves the prediction
accuracy, while also reducing the computational burden. In the presented experiments, thresholds
were tuned until one of the methods achieved the highest possible classification accuracy.
Having constructed the graphs, the proposed expected model change sampling schemes were
compared with UNC, TSA, EER, VM and Σ−optimality on seven real datasets listed in Table
III; in the latter, “baseline accuracy” refers to the proportion of the largest class in each dataset,
and thus the highest accuracy that can be achieved by naively assuming that all labels belong to
the majority class. Plotted in Figs. 5 to 10 are the results of the numerical tests, where it is seen
that the performance of the proposed low-complexity TV- and MSD-based scheme is comparable
or superior to that of competing alternatives. The confidence parameter was set to at = 1/
√
t for
the smaller datasets, where only few data were sampled, and the model was expected to be less
accurate, whereas for the larger ones it was set to at = 0.
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Figure 2.1: Rectangular grid synthetic graph
with two separate class 1 regions.







Figure 2.2: Adjacency matrix of LFR graph with
1,000 nodes and 3 classes.























Figure 2.3: Test results for synthetic grid in Fig.
1 .






















Figure 2.4: Test results for synthetic LFR graph
in Fig. 2.
2.3.3 Real graphs
Experiments were also performed on real labeled graphs. Specifically, the CORA and CITESEER
[5] citation networks with 2708 and 3312 nodes correspondingly were used; similarly to [89],
we isolated the largest connected components. In citation networks, each node corresponds to
a scientific publication and is linked only with cited or citing papers. Nodal labels correspond
to the scientific field that each paper belongs to (6 classes for CITESEER and 7 for CORA).
Lately, CORA and CITESEER have been used as benchmarks for graph convolutional neural
networks (GCNs) [94], as well as for classification based on node embeddings (Planetoid-G)
[133]. For this reason, together with the GMRF-based passive (random) sampling benchmark,
we also use GCNs and Planetoid-G as passive benchmarks. Note that the latter two methods
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Table 2.3: Dataset list







require validation samples for early stopping during training, while GMRF does not. In order
to proceed with comparisons, a set of validation samples was given to GCN and Planetoid-G
equal in size to the training set. The benchmark political-blog network [7] with 1490 nodes
and two classes was also used. The confidence sequence αt = t−1/2 was used for all graphs,
with δ = 0.005 similarly to [11]. The results of the experiments are depicted in Figs. 11-13 and
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MSD and TV algorithms on these social graphs.
For the CORA network, TV achieves state of the art performance equal to EER, TSA and Σ-opt,
while for the CITESEER network its accuracy slightly surpasses that of competing methods.
Note that for both citation networks and given randomly selected samples, the performance
of GCNs and Planetoid-G barely reaches that of the simple GMRF classifier. This is mostly
attributed to the latter being more suitable for the graph-only setting that we are dealing with
here, whereas the former mostly exploit node features that are available for citation networks
(bag-of-words description of abstracts). For the political-blogs network, non-adaptive TV and
Σ-opt methods perform poorly, while the proposed MSD method performs at least as good as
the significantly more complex TSA. The bar plot in Fig. 14 depicts the relative runtimes of
different adaptive methods. Observe that MSD and TV are two orders of magnitude faster than
EER and TSA for the larger multilabel citation graphs, and one order of magnitude faster for the
smallest binary-labeled political blogs network.
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Figure 2.5: Coloncancer dataset.

























Figure 2.6: Ionosphere dataset.























Figure 2.7: Leukemia dataset.



























Figure 2.8: Australian dataset.
























Figure 2.9: Parkinsons dataset.



























Figure 2.10: Ecoli dataset.
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Figure 2.11: CORA citation network.
























Figure 2.12: CITESEER citation network.









































Figure 2.14: Relative runtime of different adap-
tive methods for experiments on real social
graphs.
Chapter 3
Scalable Classification over Graphs
with Adaptive Diffusions
The present Section further studies the node classification task, and develops a flexible yet
scalable framework based on diffusions and random-walks.
In general, node classifiers rely on a certain measure of node-to-node influence. Then, a
node most influenced by labeled nodes of a certain class is deemed to also belong to the same
class. Thus, label-propagation on graphs boils down to quantifying the influence of L on U , see,
e.g. [30, 77, 127]. An intuitive yet simple measure of node-to-node influence relies on the notion
of random walks on graphs.
A simple random walk on a graph is a discrete-time Markov chain defined over the nodes,
meaning with state space V . The transition probabilities are
Pr{Xk = i|Xk−1 = j} = Aij/dj = [AD−1]ij := [H]ij
where Xk ∈ V denotes the position of the random walker (state) at the kth step; dj :=∑
k∈Nj Akj is the degree of node j; and, Nj its neighborhood. Since we consider undirected
graphs the limiting distribution of {Xk} always exists and it is unique if it is connected and
non-bipartite. It is given by the dominant right eigenvector of the column-stochastic transition
probability matrix H := AD−1, where D := diag (d1, d2, . . . , dN ) [81]. The steady-state
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Pr{Xk = i|X0 = j}Pr{X0 = j} = di
2|E|
that are clearly not dependent on the initial “seeding” distribution Pr{X0}; and pi is thus
unsuitable for measuring influence among nodes. Instead, for graph-based SSL, we will utilize






Pr{Xk = i|X0 = j}Pr{X0 = j} (3.1)
that in vector form p(k) := [p(k)1 . . . p
(k)
N ]
T satisfies p(k) = Hkp(0), where p(0)i := Pr{X0 = i}.
In words, p(k)i is the probability that a random walker with initial distribution p
(0) is located at
node i after k steps. Therefore, p(k)i is a valid measure of the influence that p
(0) has on any node
in V .
The landing probabilities per class c ∈ Y are (cf. (3.1))
p(k)c = H
kvc (3.2)




1/|Lc|, i ∈ Lc
0, else
(3.3)








where θk denotes the importance assigned to the kth hop neighborhood. By setting θ0 = 0
(since it is not useful for classification purposes) and constraining θ ∈ SK , where SK := {x ∈















c · · · p(K)c
]
. Note that fc(θ) denotes a valid nodal probability mass
function (pmf) for class c.
Given θ and upon obtaining {fc(θ)}c∈Y , our diffusion-based classifiers will predict labels
over U as
yˆi(θ) := arg max
c∈Y
[fc(θ)]i (3.6)
where [fc(θ)]i is the i
th entry of fc(θ).
The upshot of (3.4) is a unifying form of superimposed diffusions allowing tunable simplex
weights, taking up to K steps per class to come up with an influence metric for the semi-
supervised classifier (3.6) over graphs. Next, we outline two notable members of the family of
diffusion-based classifiers that can be viewed as special cases of (3.4).
3.0.1 Personalized PageRank Classifier
Inspired by its celebrated network centrality metric [24], the Personalized PageRank (PPR)
algorithm has well-documented merits for label propagation; see, e.g. [84]. PPR is a special case
of (3.4) corresponding to θPPR = (1− α)
[
α0 α1 · · · αK
]T
, where 0 < α < 1, and 1− α
can be interpreted as the “restart” probability of random walks with restarts.
The PPR-based classifier relies on (cf. (4.2))




satisfying asymptotically in the number of random walk steps
lim
K→∞
fc(θPPR) = (1− α)(I− αH)−1vc
which implies that fc(θPPR) approximates the solution of a linear system. Indeed, as shown in
[14], PPR amounts to solving a weighted regularized least-squares problem over V ; see also [71]
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for a PPR interpretation as an approximate geometric discriminant function defined in the space
of landing probabilities.
3.0.2 Heat Kernel Classifier
The heat kernel (HK) is another popular diffusion that has recently been employed for SSL






















allowing HK to be interpreted as an approximation of a heat diffusion process, where heat is
flowing from Lc to the rest of the graph; and fc(θHK) is a snapshot of the temperature after time
t has elapsed. HK provably yields low conductance communities, while also converging faster to
its asymptotic closed-form expression than PPR (depending on the value of t) [32].
3.1 Adaptive Diffusions
Besides the unifying view of (3.4), the main contribution here is on efficiently designing fc(θc)
in (4.2), by learning the corresponding θc per class. Thus, unlike PPR and HK, the methods
introduced here can afford class-specific label propagation that is adaptive to the graph structure,
and also adaptive to the labeled nodes. Figure 3.1 gives a high-level illustration of the proposed
adaptive diffusion framework, where two classes (red and green) are to be diffused over the graph
(cf. (3.2)), with class-specific diffusion coefficients adapted as will be described next. Diffusions
are then built (cf. (4.2)), and employed for class prediction (cf. (3.6)).
Consider for generality a goodness-of-fit loss `(·), and a regularizer R(·) promoting e.g.,
smoothness over the graph. Using these, the sought class distribution will be
fˆc = arg min
f∈RN
`(yLc , f) + λR(f) (3.9)
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where λ tunes the degree of regularization, and
[yLc ]i =
{
1, i ∈ Lc
0, else
is the indicator vector of the nodes belonging to class c. Using our diffusion model in (4.2), the
N−dimensional optimization problem (3.9) reduces to solving for the K−dimensional vector
(K  N )
θˆc = arg min
θ∈SK
`(yLc , fc(θ)) + λR(fc(θ)). (3.10)
Although many choices of `(·) may be of interest, we will focus for simplicity on the quadratic
loss, namely





([y¯Lc ]i − fi)2
= (y¯Lc − f)TD†L(y¯Lc − f) (3.11)
where y¯Lc := (1/|L|) yLc is the class indicator vector after normalization to bring target









1/di, i ∈ L
0, else
.















= fTD−1LD−1f . (3.12)
where L := D −W is the Laplacian matrix of the graph. Intuitively speaking, (3.11) favors
vectors f having non-zero (|1/|L|) values on nodes that are known to belong to class c, and
zero values on nodes that are known to belong to other classes (L \ Lc), while (3.12) promotes














Figure 3.1: High-level illustration of adaptive diffusions. The nodes belong to two classes (red
and green). The per-class diffusions are learned by exploiting the landing probability spaces
produced by random walks rooted at the sample nodes (second layer: up for red; down for green).





i respectively. This normalization counterbalances the
tendency of random walks to concentrate on high-degree nodes, thus placing equal importance
to all nodes.
Substituting (3.11) and (3.12) into (3.10), and recalling from (4.2) that fc(θ) = P
(K)
c θ,
yields the convex quadratic program




with bc and Ac given by














































c · · · p(K+1)c
]
is a “shifted” version of P(K)c , where each p
(k)







c · · · p˜(K)c
]
with p˜(i)c := p
(i)
c − p(i+1)c containing the “differential” landing probabilities. The complexity of
‘naively’ finding the K ×K matrix Ac (and thus also bc) is O(K2N) for computing the first
summand, and O(|E|K) for the second summand in (3.15), after leveraging the sparsity of L,
which means |E|  N2. But since columns of P˜(K)c are obtained as differences of consecutive
columns of P(K)c , this load of O(|E|K) is saved. In a nutshell, the solver in (3.13)-(3.16) that
we term adaptive-diffusion (AdaDIF), incurs complexity of order O(K2N).
Note that, the problem in (3.13) is a quadratic program (QP) of dimension K (or the
dictionary size D to be discussed in Section III-C when in dictionary mode). In general, solving
a QP with K variables to a given precision requires a O(K3) worst-case complexity. Although
this may appear heavy, K in our setting is 10 – 30 and thus negligibly small compared to the
quantities that depend on the graph dimensions. For instance, the graphs that we tested have
O(104) nodes (N ) and O(105) edges (|E|). Therefore, since K  N and K  |E| by many
orders of magnitude, the complexity for QP is dominated by the O(|E|K) (same as PPR and
HK) performing the random walks and O(NK2) for computing Ac.
3.1.1 Limiting behavior and computational complexity
In this section, we offer further insights on the model (4.2), along with complexity analysis of
the parametric solution in (3.13). To start, the next proposition establishes the limiting behavior
of AdaDIF as the regularization parameter grows.
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Proposition 1. If the second largest eigenvalue of H has multiplicity 1, then for K sufficiently
large but finite, the solution to (3.13) as λ→∞ satisfies
θˆc = eK , ∀ Lc ⊆ V. (3.17)
Our experience with solving (3.13) reveal that the sufficiently large K required for (3.17) to
hold, can be as small as 102.
As λ→∞, the effect of the loss in (3.10) vanishes. According to Proposition 1, this causes
AdaDIF to boost smoothness by concentrating the simplex weights (entries of θˆc) on landing
probabilities of the late steps (k close to K). If on the other extreme, smoothness-over-the-graph
is not promoted (cf. λ = 0), the sole objective of AdaDIF is to construct diffusions that best fit
the available labeled data. Since short-length random walks from a given node typically lead
to nodes of the same class, while longer walks to other classes, AdaDIF with λ = 0 tends to
leverage only a few landing probabilities of early steps (k close to 1). For moderate values of λ,
AdaDIF effectively adapts per-class diffusions by balancing the emphasis on initial versus final
landing probabilities.
Fig. 3.2 depicts an example of how AdaDIF places weights {θk}Kk=1 on landing probabilities
after a maximum of K = 20 steps, generated from few samples belonging to one of 7 classes
of the Cora citation network. Note that the learnt coefficients may follow radically different
patterns than those dictated by standard non-adaptive diffusions such as PPR or HK. It is worth
noting that the simplex constraint induces sparsity of the solution in (3.13), thus ‘pushing’ {θk}
entries to zero.
The computational core of the proposed method is to build the landing probability matrix
P
(K)
c , whose columns are computed fast using power iterations leveraging the sparsity of H
(cf. (3.2)). This endows AdaDIF with high computational efficiency, especially for small
K. Specifically, since for solving (3.13) adaDIF incurs complexity O(K2N) per class, if
K < |E|/N , this becomes O(|E|K); and for |Y| classes, the overall complexity of AdaDIF is
O(|Y||E|K), which is in the same order as that of non-adaptive diffusions such as PPR and
HK. For larger K however, an additional O(K2N) is required per class, mainly to obtain Ac in
(3.16).
Overall, if O(KN) memory requirements are met, the runtime of AdaDIF scales linearly
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of K = 20 landing probability coefficients for PPR with α = 0.9, HK
with t = 10, and AdaDIF (λ = 15).
with |E|, provided that K remains small. Thankfully, small values of K are usually sufficient to
achieve high learning performance. As will be shown in the next section, this observation is in
par with the analytical properties of diffusion based classifiers, where it turns out that K large
does not improve classification accuracy.
3.1.2 On the choice of K
Here we elaborate on how the selection of K influences the classification task at hand. As
expected, the effect of K is intimately linked to the topology of the underlying graph, the labeled
nodes, and their properties. For simplicity, we will focus on binary classification with the two
classes denoted by “ + ” and “− .” Central to our subsequent analysis is a concrete measure of
the effect an extra landing probability vector p(k)c can have on the outcome of a diffusion-based
classifier. Intuitively, this effect is diminishing as the number of steps K grows, as both random
walks eventually converge to the same stationary distribution. Motivated by this, we introduce
next the γ-distinguishability threshold.
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Definition 1 (γ-distinguishability threshold). Let p+ and p− denote respectively the seed
vectors for nodes of class “ + ” and “−, ” initializing the landing probability vectors in matrices
Xc := P
(K)




c · · ·p(K−1)c p(K+1)c
]
, where c ∈ {+,−}. With y := X+θ−X−θ
and yˇ := Xˇ+θ − Xˇ−θ, the γ-distinguishability threshold of the diffusion-based classifier is the
smallest integer Kγ satisfying
‖y − yˇ‖ ≤ γ .
The following theorem establishes an upper bound on Kγ expressed in terms of fundamental
quantities of the graph, as well as basic properties of the labeled nodes per class; see the Appendix
B for a proof.
Theorem 1. For any diffusion-based classifier with coefficients θ constrained to a probability


















dmin + := min
i∈L+
di, dmin− := min
j∈L−




µ′ := min{µ2, 2− µN}
where {µn}Nn=1 denote the eigenvalues of the normalized graph Laplacian in ascending order.
The γ-distinguishability threshold can guide the choice of the dimension K of the landing
probability space. Indeed, using class-specific landing probability steps K ≥ Kγ , does not help
distinguishing between the corresponding classes, in the sense that the classifier output is not
perturbed by more than γ. Intuitively, the information contained in the landing probabilities
Kγ + 1,Kγ + 2, . . . is essentially the same for both classes and thus, using them as features
unnecessarily increases the overall complexity of the classifier, and also “opens the door” to
curse of dimensionality related concerns. Note also that in settings where one can freely choose
the nodes to sample, this result could be used to guide such choice in a disciplined way.
Theorem 1 makes no assumptions on the diffusion coefficients, so long they belong to a
probability simplex. Of course, specifying the diffusion function can specialize and further
tighten the corresponding γ-distinguishability threshold. In Appendix B.2.1 we give a tighter
threshold for PPR.
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Figure 3.3: Experimental evaluation Kγ for different values of γ-distinguishability threshold,
and proportions of sampled nodes on BlogCatalog graph.
Conveniently, our experiments suggest that K ∈ [10, 20] is usually sufficient to achieve
high performance for most real graphs ; see also Fig. 3.3 where Kγ is found numerically
for different values of γ-distinguishability threshold, and proportions of sampled nodes on the
BlogCatalog graph. Nevertheless, longer random walks may be necessary in e.g., graphs with
small µ′, especially when the number of labeled nodes is scarce. To deal with such challenges,
the ensuing modification of AdaDIF that scales linearly with K is nicely motivated.
Remark 1. While PPR and HK in theory rely on infinitely long random walks, the coefficients
decay rapidly (θk = αk for PPR and θk = tk/k! for HK). This means that not only θk → 0
as k → ∞ in both cases, but the convergence rate is also very fast (especially for HK). This
agrees with our intuition on random walks, as well as our result in Theorem 1 suggesting that,
to guarantee a level of distinguishability (which is necessary for accuracy) between classes,
classifiers should rely on relatively short-length random walks. Moreover, when operating in an
adaptive framework such as the one proposed here, using finite-step (preferably short-length)
landing probabilities is much more practical, since it restricts the number of free variables (θk’s)
which mitigates overfitting and results in optimization problems that scale well with the network
size.
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3.1.3 Dictionary of diffusions
The present section deals with a modified version of AdaDIF, where the number of parameters
(dimension of θ) is restricted toD < K, meaning the “degrees of freedom” of each class-specific











d=1 θdCkd, and C :=
[
c1 · · · cD
]
∈ RK×D is a dictionary of D coefficient













c is the dth diffusion.
To find the optimal θ, the optimization problem in (3.13) is solved with













where F∆c := [f
(1)
c · · · f (D)c ] effectively replaces P(K)c as the basis of the space on which each
fc is constructed. The description of AdaDIF in dictionary mode is given as a special case of
Algorithm 1, together with the subroutine in Algorithm 2 for memory-efficient generation of F∆c .
The motivation behind this dictionary-based variant of AdaDIF is two-fold. First, it leverages
the properties of a judiciously selected basis of known diffusions, e.g. by constructing C =[
θPPR θHK · · ·
]
. In that sense, our approach is related to multi-kernel methods, e.g. [11],
although significantly more scalable than the latter. Second, the complexity of AdaDIF in
dictionary mode is O(|E|(K + D)), where D can be arbitrarily smaller than K, leading to
complexity that is linear with respect to both K and |E|.
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Algorithm 2 ADAPTIVE DIFFUSIONS
Input: Adjacency matrix: A, Labeled nodes: {yi}i∈L
parameters: Regularization parameter: λ, # of landing probabilities: K, Dictionary mode
∈ {True,False}, Unconstrained ∈ {True,False}
Output: Predictions: {yˆi}i∈U
Extract Y = { Set of unique labels in: {yi}i∈L}
for c ∈ Y do
Lc = {i ∈ L : yi = c}
if Dictionary mode then
F∆c = DICTIONARY (A,Lc,K,C)





{P(K)c , P˜(K)c } = LANDPROB(A,Lc,K)






Obtain θˆc as in (3.20) and (3.21)
else









, ∀i ∈ U
3.1.4 Unconstrained diffusions
Thus far, the diffusion coefficients θ have been constrained on the K−dimensional probability
simplex SK , resulting in sparse solutions θˆc, as well as fc(θˆc) ∈ SN . The latter also allows each
fc(θ) to be interpreted as a pmf over V . Nevertheless, the simplex constraint imposes a limitation
to the model: landing probabilities may only have non-negative contribution on the resulting




c (bc − λ∗1) (3.20)
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{f (d)c }Dd=1 = 0
















Retaining the hyperplane constraint 1Tθ = 1 forces at least one entry of θ to be positive. Note
that for K > |L|, (3.20) may become ill-conditioned, and yield inaccurate solutions. This can
be mitigated by imposing `2−norm regularization on θ, which is equivalent to adding I to Ac,
with  > 0 sufficiently large to stabilize the linear system.
A step-by-step description of the proposed AdaDIF approach is given by Algorithm 1, along
with the subroutine in Algorithm 2. Determining the limiting behavior of unconstrained AdaDIF,
as well as exploring the effectiveness of different regularizers (e.g., sparsity inducing `1−norm)
is part of our ongoing research. Towards the goal of developing more robust methods to design
diffusions, the ensuing section presents our proposed approach that relies on minimizing the
leave-one-out loss of the resulting classifier.
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3.2 Adaptive Diffusions Robust to Anomalies
Although the loss function in (3.11) is simple and easy to implement, it may lack robustness
against nodes with labels that do not comply with a diffusion-based information propagation
model. In real-world graphs, such ‘difficult’ nodes may arise due to model limitations, observa-
tion noise, or even deliberate mislabeling by adversaries. For such setups, this section introduces
a novel adaptive diffusion classifier with: i) robustness in finding θ by ignoring errors that arise
due to outlying/anomalous nodes; as well as, ii) capability to identify and remove such ‘difficult’
nodes.






([y¯Lc ]i − [fc(θ;L \ i)]i)2 (3.22)
where fc(θ;L \ i) is the class-c diffusion after removing the ith node from the set of all labels.
Intuitively, (3.22) evaluates the ability of a propagation mechanism effected by θ to predict the
presence of class c label on each node i ∈ L, using the remaining labeled nodes L \ i. Since
each class-specific distribution fc(θ) is constructed by random walks that are rooted in Lc ⊆ L,
it follows that
fc(θ;L \ i) =
{
fc(θ), i /∈ Lc
fc(θ;Lc \ i), i ∈ Lc
(3.23)
since fc(θ) is not directly affected by the removal of a label that belongs to other classes, and it
is not used as a class-c seed. The class-c diffusion upon removing the ith node from the seeds Lc
is given as (cf. (4.2))














The robust loss in (3.22) can be expressed more compactly as











































evaluating (3.25) only requires the rows of R(K)c and entries of yLc that correspond toL, since the
rest of the diagonal entries of D†L are 0. Having defined `
c
rob(·), per-class diffusion coefficients
θˆc can be obtained by solving
θˆc = arg min
θ∈SK
`crob(yLc ,θ) + λθ‖θ‖22 (3.27)
where `2 regularization with parameter λθ is introduced in order to prevent overfitting and
numerical instabilities. Note that smoothness regularization in (3.12) is less appropriate in the
context of robustness, since it promotes “spreading” of the random walks (cf. Prop. 1), thus
making class-diffusions more similar and increasing the difficulty of detecting outliers. Similar
to (3.13), quadratic programming can be adopted to solve (3.27).
Towards mitigating the effects of outliers, and inspired by the robust estimators introduced in
[68], we further enhance `crob(·) by explicitly modeling the effect of outliers with a sparse vector
o ∈ RN , leading to the modified cost





o + y¯Lc −R(K)c θ
)
‖22. (3.28)
The non-zero entries of o can capture large residuals (prediction errors |[y¯Lc ]i − [fc(θ;L \ i)]i |)
which may be the result of outlying, anomalous or mislabeled nodes. Thus, when operating in
the presence of anomalies, the robust classifier aims at identifying both diffusion parameters
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{θˆc}c∈Y as well as per class outlier vectors {oˆc}c∈Y . The two tasks can be performed jointly by
solving the following optimization problem














o1 · · · o|Y|
]







for any X ∈ RI×J . The term λo‖D−
1
2
L O‖2,1 in (3.29) acts as a regularizer that promotes sparsity
over the rows of O; it can also be interpreted as an `1-norm regularizer over a vector that contains
the `2 norms of the rows of O. The reason for using such block-sparse regularization is to force
outlier vectors oc of different classes to have the same support (pattern of non-zero entries). In
other words, the |Y| different diffusion/outlier detectors are forced to consent on which nodes
are outliers.
Since (3.29) is non-convex, convergence of gradient-descent-type methods to the global
optimum is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, since (3.29) is biconvex (i.e., convex with respect to























with Oˆ(0) := [0 . . .0] converges to a partial optimum [45].
By further simplifying (3.31) and solving (3.30) in closed form, we obtain



















is the matrix that concatenates the per class residual vectors
y˜(t)c := y¯Lc −R(K)c θˆ(t)c
, and
Z = SoftThresλo(X)
is a row-wise soft-thresholding operator such that
zi = ‖xi‖2[1− λo/(2‖xi‖2)]+
where zi and xi are the ith rows of Z and X respectively, see e.g. [103]. Intuitively, the soft-
thresholding operation in (3.33) extracts the outliers by scaling down residuals and “trimming”
them wherever their across-classes `2 norm is below a certain threshold.
The alternating minimization between (3.32) and (3.33) terminates when
‖θˆ(t)c − θˆ(t−1)c ‖∞ ≤ , ∀c ∈ Y
where  ≥ 0 is a prescribed tolerance. Having obtained the tuples {θˆc, oˆc}c∈Y , one may remove
the anomalous samples that correspond to non-zero rows of Oˆ and perform the diffusion with the
remaining samples. The robust (r) AdaDIF is summarized as Algorithm 5, and has O(K|L||E|)
computational complexity.
3.3 Contributions in Context of Prior Works
Following the seminal contribution in [24] that introduced PageRank as a network centrality
measure, there has been a vast body of works studying its theoretical properties, computational
aspects, as well as applications beyond Web ranking [79, 41]. Most formal approaches to
generalize PageRank focus either on the teleportation component (see e.g. [95, 96] as well
as [21] for an application to semi-supervised classification), or, on the so-termed damping
mechanism [34, 15]. Perhaps the most general setting can be found in [15], where a family of
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Algorithm 5 ROBUST ADAPTIVE DIFFUSIONS
Input: Adjacency matrix: A, Labeled nodes: {yi}i∈L





Extract Y = { Set of unique labels in: {yi}i∈L}
for c ∈ Y do
Lc = {i ∈ L : yi = c}
for i ∈ Lc do
{p(k)Lc\i}Kk=1 = LANDPROB(A,Lc \ i,K)
end for
Obtain R(K)c as in (3.26)
end for
Oˆ(0) = [0, . . . ,0] , t = 0
while ‖θˆ(t)c − θˆ(t−1)c ‖∞ ≤  do
t← t+ 1
Obtain {θˆ(t)c }c∈Y as in (3.32)
Obtain Oˆ(t) as in (3.33)
end while
Set of outliers: S := {i ∈ L : ‖[Oˆ]i,:‖2 > 0}
for c ∈ Y do
Loc = Lc ∩ S
Lc ← Lc \ Loc
end for





, ∀i ∈ U
functional rankings was introduced by the choice of a parametric damping function that assigns
weights to successive steps of a walk initialized according to the teleportation distribution. The
per class distributions produced by AdaDIF are in fact members of this family of functional
rankings. However, instead of choosing a fixed damping function as in the aforementioned
approaches, AdaDIF learns a class-specific and graph-aware damping mechanism. In this
sense, AdaDIF undertakes statistical learning in the space of functional rankings, tailored to
the underlying semi-supervised classification task. A related method termed AptRank was
recently proposed in [63] specifically for protein function prediction. Differently from AdaDIF
the method exploits meta-information regarding the hierarchical organization of functional
roles of proteins and it performs random walks on the heterogeneous protein-function network.
AptRank splits the data into training and validation sets of predetermined proportions and adopt
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as cross-validation approach for obtaining diffusion coefficients. Furthermore a1) AptRank trains
a single diffusion for all classes whereas AdaDIF identifies different diffusions, and a2) the
proposed robust leave-one-out method (r-AdaDIF) gathers residuals from all leave-one-out splits
into one cost function (cf. (3.22)) and then optimizes the (per class) diffusion.
Recently, community detection (CD) methods were proposed in [55] and [54], that search the
Krylov subspace of landing probabilities of a given community’s seeds, to identify a diffusion that
satisfies locality of non-zero entries over the nodes of the graph. In CD, the problem definition
is: “given certain members of a community, identify the remaining (latent) members.” There
is a subtle but important distinction between CD and semi-supervised classification (SSC): CD
focuses on the retrieval of communities (that is nodes of a given class), whereas SSC focuses
on the predicting the labels/attributes of every node. While CD treats the detection of various
overlapping communities of the graph as independent tasks, SSC classifies nodes by taking all
information from labeled nodes into account. More specifically, the proposed AdaDIF trains the
diffusion of each class by actively avoiding the assignment of large diffusion values to nodes that
are known (they have been labeled) to belong to a different class. Another important difference
of AdaDIF with [55] and [54]—which again arises from the different contexts—is the length
of the walk compared to the size of the graph. Since [55] and [54] aim at identifying small and
local communities, they perform local walks of length smaller than the diameter of the graph. In
contrast, SSC typically demands a certain degree of globality in information exchange, achieved
by longer random walks that surpass the graph diameter.
AdaDIF also shares links with SSL methods based on graph signal processing proposed
in [110], and further pursued in [31] for bridge monitoring; see also [112] and [88] for recent
advances on graph filters. Similar to our approach, these graph filter based techniques are
parametrized via assigning different weights to a number of consecutive powers of a matrix
related to the structure of the graph. Our contribution however, introduces different loss and
regularization functions for adapting the diffusions, including a novel approach for training
the model in an anomaly/outlier-resilient manner. Furthermore, while [110] focuses on binary
classification and [31] identifies a single model for all classes, our approach allows for different
classes to have different propagation mechanisms. This feature can accommodate differences in
the label distribution of each class over the nodes, while also making AdaDIF readily applicable
to multi-label graphs. Moreover, while in [110] the weighting parameters remain unconstrained
and in [31] belong to a hyperplane, AdaDIF constrains the diffusion parameters on the probability
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Table 3.1: Network Characteristics
Graph |V| |E| |Y| Multilabel
Citeseer 3,233 9,464 6 No
Cora 2,708 10,858 7 No
PubMed 19,717 88,676 3 No
PPI (H. Sapiens) 3,890 76,584 50 Yes
Wikipedia 4,733 184,182 40 Yes
BlogCatalog 10,312 333,983 39 Yes
simplex, which allows the random-walk-based diffusion vectors to denote valid probability mass
functions over the nodes of the network. This certainly enhances interpretability of the method,
improves the numerical stability of the involved computations, and also reduces the search-space
of the model is beneficial under data scarcity. Finally, imposing the simplex constraint makes
the model amenable to a rigorous analysis that relates the dimensionality of the feature space to
basic graph properties, as well as to a disciplined exploration of its limiting behavior.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
Our experiments compare the classification accuracy of the novel AdaDIF approach with state-of-
the-art alternatives. For the comparisons, we use 6 benchmark labeled graphs whose dimensions
and basic attributes are summarized in Table 4.1. All 6 graphs have nodes that belong to multiple
classes, while the last 3 are multilabeled (each node has one or more labels). We evaluate
performance of AdaDIF and the following: i) PPR and HK, which are special cases of AdaDIF
as discussed in Section 3.01; ii) Label propagation (LP) [140]; iii) Node2vec [47]; iv) Deepwalk
[101]; v) Planetoid-G [134]; and, vi) graph convolutional networks (GCNs) [69]. We note here
that AptRank [63] was not considered in our experiments since it relies on meta-information that
is not available for the benchmark datasets used here.
We performed 10-fold cross-validation to select parameters needed by i) - v). For HK, we
performed grid search over t ∈ [1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0]. For PPR, we fixed α = 0.98 since it is well
documented that α close to 1 yields reliable performance; see e.g., [84]. Both HK and PPR were
run for 50 steps for convergence to be in effect; see Fig 3.4; LP was also run for 50 steps. For
Node2vec, we fixed most parameters to the values suggested in [47], and performed grid search
for p, q ∈ [0.25, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0]. Since Deepwalk can be seen as Node2vec with p = q = 1.0,
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Table 3.2: Micro F1 and Macro F1 Scores on Multiclass Networks (class-balanced sampling)
Graph Cora Citeseer PubMed






AdaDIF 67.5± 2.2 71.0± 2.0 73.2± 1.2 42.3± 4.4 49.5± 3.0 53.5± 1.2 62.0± 6.0 68.5± 4.5 74.1± 1.7
PPR 67.1± 2.3 70.2± 2.1 72.8± 1.5 41.1± 5.2 48.7± 2.5 52.5± 0.9 63.1± 1.1 69.5± 3.8 74.1± 1.8
HK 67.0± 2.5 70.5± 2.5 72.9± 1.2 40.0± 5.6 48.0± 2.4 51.8± 1.1 62.0± 0.6 68.3± 4.7 74.0± 1.8
LP 61.8± 3.5 66.3± 4.2 71.0± 2.7 40.7± 2.5 48.0± 3.7 51.9± 1.3 56.2± 11.0 68.0± 6.1 69.3± 2.4
Node2vec 68.9± 1.9 70.2± 1.6 72.4± 1.2 39.2± 3.7 46.5± 2.4 51.0± 1.4 61.7± 13.0 66.4± 4.6 71.1± 2.4
Deepwalk 68.4± 2.0 70.0± 1.6 72.0± 1.4 38.4± 3.9 45.5± 2.0 50.4± 1.5 61.5± 1.3 65.8± 5.0 70.5± 2.2
Planetoid-G 63.5± 4.7 65.6± 2.7 69.0± 1.5 37.8± 4.0 44.9± 3.3 49.8± 1.4 60.7± 2.0 63.4± 2.3 68.0± 1.5






AdaDIF 65.5± 2.5 70.6± 2.2 72.0± 1.1 36.1± 3.9 44.0± 2.8 48.1± 1.2 60.4± 0.6 67.0± 4.4 72.6± 1.8
PPR 65.0± 2.3 70.0± 2.3 71.9± 1.5 34.7± 5.0 43.5± 2.3 47.6± 0.6 61.7± 0.6 68.1± 3.6 72.6± 1.8
HK 65.0± 2.5 70.0± 2.6 72.0± 1.1 33.9± 5.4 42.8± 2.2 47.0± 0.6 60.5± 0.6 66.8± 4.7 72.7± 1.8
LP 60.1± 3.2 66.5± 4.1 70.6± 2.3 34.8± 4.6 41.8± 3.9 51.5± 1.2 51.5± 12.3 66.2± 6.6 67.8± 2.0
Node2vec 62.4± 2.0 64.7± 1.7 69.2± 1.2 34.6± 2.7 41.6± 1.9 45.3± 1.5 59.5± 1.2 64.0± 3.8 72.3± 1.4
Deepwalk 61.8± 2.2 64.5± 2.0 68.5± 1.4 34.0± 2.5 41.0± 2.0 44.7± 1.8 59.3± 1.2 63.8± 4.0 72.1± 1.3
Planetoid-G 59.9± 4.5 63.0± 3.0 68.7± 1.9 33.3± 2.5 40.2± 2.2 43.6± 2.0 57.7± 1.5 61.9± 3.5 66.1± 1.8
GCN 53.8± 6.6 61.9± 2.6 63.8± 1.5 32.8± 2.0 39.1± 1.8 43.0± 1.7 54.4± 4.1 57.2± 5.2 60.5± 2.4
Table 3.3: Micro F1 and Macro F1 Scores of Various Algorithms on Multilabel Networks
Graph PPI BlogCatalog Wikipedia






AdaDIF 15.4± 0.5 17.9± 0.7 19.2± 0.6 31.5± 0.6 34.4± 0.5 36.3± 0.4 28.2± 0.9 30.0± 0.5 31.2± 0.7
PPR 13.8± 0.5 15.8± 0.6 17.0± 0.4 21.1± 0.8 23.6± 0.6 25.2± 0.6 10.5± 1.5 8.1± 0.7 7.2± 0.5
HK 14.5± 0.5 16.7± 0.6 18.1± 0.5 22.2± 1.0 24.7± 0.7 26.6± 0.7 9.3± 1.4 7.3± 0.7 6.0± 0.7
Node2vec 16.5± 0.6 18.2± 0.3 19.1± 0.3 35.0± 0.3 36.3± 0.3 37.2± 0.2 42.3± 0.9 44.0± 0.6 45.1± 0.4






AdaDIF 13.4± 0.6 15.4± 0.7 16.5± 0.7 23.0± 0.6 25.3± 0.4 27.0± 0.4 7.7± 0.3 8.3± 0.3 9.0± 0.2
PPR 12.9± 0.4 14.7± 0.5 15.8± 0.4 17.3± 0.5 19.5± 0.4 20.8± 0.3 4.4± 0.3 3.8± 0.6 3.6± 0.2
HK 13.4± 0.6 15.4± 0.5 16.5± 0.4 18.4± 0.6 20.7± 0.4 22.3± 0.4 4.2± 0.4 3.7± 0.5 3.5± 0.2
Node2vec 13.1± 0.6 15.2± 0.5 16.0± 0.5 16.8± 0.5 19.0± 0.3 20.1± 0.4 7.6± 0.3 8.2± 0.3 8.5± 0.3
Deepwalk 12.7± 0.7 15.1± 0.6 16.0± 0.5 16.6± 0.5 18.7± 0.5 19.6± 0.4 7.3± 0.3 8.1± 0.2 8.2± 0.2
we used the Node2vec Python implementation for both. As in [47, 101], we used the embeded
node-features to train a supervised logistic regression classifier with `2 regularization. For
AdaDIF, we fixed λ = 15.0, while K = 15 was sufficient to attain desirable accuracy (cf. Fig.
3.4); only the values of Boolean variables Unconstained and Dictionary Mode (see Algorithm 1)
were tuned by validation. For the multilabel graphs, we found λ = 5.0 and even shorter walks
of K = 10 to perform well. For the dictionary mode of AdaDIF, we preselected D = 10, with
the first five collumns of C being HK coefficients with parameters t ∈ [5, 8, 12, 15, 20], and the
other five polynomial coefficients ci = kβ with β ∈ [2, 4, 6, 8, 10].
For multiclass experiments, we evaluated the performance of all algorithms on the three
benchmark citation networks, namely Cora, Citeseer, and PubMed. We obtained the labels
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Figure 3.4: Micro-F1 score for AdaDIF and non-adaptive diffusions on 5% labeled Cora graph
as a function of the length of underline random walks.
of an increasing number of nodes via uniform, class-balanced sampling, and predicted the labels
of the remaining nodes. Thus, instead of sampling nodes over the graph uniformly at random,
we randomly sample a given number of nodes per class. For each graph, we performed 20 exper-
iments, each time sampling 5, 10, and 20 nodes per class. For each experiment, classification
accuracy was measured on the unlabeled nodes in terms of Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 scores; see
e.g., [90]. The results were averaged over 20 experiments, with mean and standard deviation
reported in Table 3.2. Evidently, AdaDIF achieves state of the art performance for all graphs. For
Cora and PubMed, AdaDIF was switched to dictionary mode, while for Citeseer, where the
gain in accuracy is more significant, unconstrained diffusions were employed. In the multiclass
setting, diffusion-based classifiers (AdaDIF, PPR, and HK) outperformed the embedding-based
methods by a small margin, and GCNs by a larger margin. It should be noted however that GCNs
were mainly designed to combine the graph with node features. In our “featureless” setting, we
used the identity matrix columns as input features, as suggested in [69, Appendix].
The scalabilty of AdaDIF is reflected on the runtime comparisons listed in Fig. 3.7. All
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k-step landing probabilities AdaDIF PPR HK
Figure 3.5: Classification accuracy of AdaDIF, PPR, and HK compared to the accuracy of
k−step landing probability classifier. First line is Cora graph, second is Citeseer, and third
is PubMed. Left column is Micro F1 and right column is Macro F1 score.
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Figure 3.6: AdaDIF diffusion coefficients for the 50 different classes of PPI graph (30% sampled).
Each line corresponds to a different θc. Diffusion is characterized by high diversity among
classes.
experiments were run on a machine with i5 @3.50 Mhz CPU, and 16GB of RAM. We used
the Python implementations provided by the authors of the compared algorithms. The Python
implementation of AdaDIF, uses only tools provided by scipy, numpy, and CVX-OPT libraries.
We also developped an efficient implementation that exploits parallelism, which is straightforward
since each class can be treated separately. While AdaDIF incurs (as expected) a relatively small
computational overhead over fixed diffusions, it is faster than GCNs that use Tensorflow, and
orders of magnitude faster than embedding-based approaches.
Finally, Table 3.3 presents the results on multilabel graphs, where we compare with Deepwalk
and Node2vec, since the rest of the methods are designed for multiclass problems. Since these
graphs entail a large number of classes, we increased the number of training samples. Similar
to [47] and [101], during evaluation of accuracy the number of labels per sampled node is
known, and check how many of them are in the top predictions. First, we observe that AdaDIF
markedly outperforms PPR and HK across graphs and metrics. Furthermore, for the PPI and
BlogCatalog graphs the Micro-F1 score of AdaDIF comes close to that of the much heavier





















Figure 3.7: Relative runtime comparisons for multiclass graphs.
Macro-F1 score. It is worth noting that for multilabel graphs with many classes, the performance
boost over fixed diffusions can be largely attributed to AdaDif’s flexibility to treat each class
differently. To demonstrate that different classes are indeed diffused in a markedly different
manner, Fig. 3.6 plots all 50 diffusion coefficient vectors {θc}c∈C yielded by AdaDIF on the
PPI graph with 30% of nodes labeled. Each line in the plot corresponds to the values of θc
for a different c; evidently, while the overall “form” of the corresponding diffusion coefficients
adheres to the general pattern observed in Fig.3.2 there is indeed large diversity among classes.
3.4.1 Analysis/interpretation of results
Here we will follow an experimental approach that is aimed at understanding and interpreting our
results. We will focus on diffusion-based classifiers, along with a simple benchmark for diffusion-
based classification: the k−step landing probabilities. Specifically, we compare the classification
accuracy on the three multiclass datasets of AdaDIF, PPR, and HK, with the accuracy of the
classifier that uses only the k−th landing probability vectors {p(k)c }c∈Y,k∈[1,K]. The setting is
similar to the one in the previous section, and with class-balanced sampling of 20 nodes per
class, while the k−step classifiers were examined for a wide range of steps k ∈ [1, 100]. The
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k−step classifier reveals the predictive power of individual landing probabilities, resulting in
curves (see Fig. 3.5) that appear to be different for each network, characterizing the graph-label
distribution relationship of the latter. For the Cora graph (left two plots), performance of
the k−step classifier improves sharply after the first few steps, peaks for k ≈ 20, and then
quickly degrades, suggesting that using the landing probabilities of k > 40 or 50 would most
likely degrade the performance of a diffusion-based classifier. Interestingly, AdaDIF relying on
combinations of the first 15 steps, and PPR and HK of the first 50, all achieve higher accuracy
than that of the best single step. On the other hand, the Citeseer graph (middle two plots)
behaves in a significantly different manner, with the k−step classifier requiring longer walks
to reach high accuracy that was retained for much longer. Furthermore, accumulating landing
probabilities the way PPR or HK does yields lower Micro-F1 accuracy than that of the single
best step. On the other hand, by smartly combining the first 15 steps that are of lower quality,
AdaDIF surpasses the Micro-F1 scores of the longer walks. Interestingly, the Macro-F1 metric
for the Citeseer behaves differently than the Micro-F1, and quickly decreases after ∼ 25
steps. The disagreement between the two metrics can be explained as the diffusions of one or
more of the larger classes gradually “overwhelms” those of one or more smaller classes, thus
lowering the Macro-F1 score, since the latter is a metric that averages per-class. In contrast,
the Micro-F1 metric averages per-node and takes much less of an impact if a few nodes from
the smaller classes are mislabeled. Finally, for the PubMed graph (right two plots), steps in the
range [20, 40] yield consistently high accuracy both in terms of Micro- as well as Macro-averaged
F1-score. Since HK and mostly PPR largely accumulate steps in that range, it seems reasonable
that both fixed diffusions are fairly accurate in the PubMed graph.
3.4.2 Tests on simulated label-corruption setup
Here we outline experimental results performed to evaluate the performance of different diffusion-
based classifiers in the presence of anomalous nodes. The main goal is to evaluate whether
r-AdaDIF (Algorithm 5) yields improved performance over AdaDIF, HK and PPR, as well as the
ability of r-AdaDIF to detect anomalous nodes. We also tested a different type of rounding from
class-diffusions to class labels that was shown in [42] to be robust in the presence of erroneous
labels on a graph constructed by images of handwritten digits. The idea is to first normalize
diffusions with node degrees, sort each diffusion vector, and assign to each node the class for
which the corresponding rank is higher. We applied this type of rounding on PPR diffusions
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(denoted as PPR w. ranking). Since a ground truth set of anomalous nodes is not available in real
graphs, we chose to infuse the true labels with artificial anomalies generated by the following
simulated label corruption process: Go through yL and for each entry [yL]i = c draw with
probability pcor a label c′ ∼ Unif{Y \ c}; and replace [yL]i ← c′. In other words, anomalies are
created by corrupting some of the true labels by randomly and uniformly “flipping” them to a
different label. Increasing the corruption probability pcor of the training labels yL is expected
to have increasingly negative impact on classification accuracy over yU . Indeed, as depicted in
Fig. 3.8, the accuracy of all diffusion-based classifiers on Cora graph degrades as pcor increases.
All diffusions were run for K = 50, while for r-AdaDIF we found λo = 14.6 × 10−3 and
λθ = 67.5× 10−5 to perform well for moderate values of pcor. Results were averaged over 50
Monte Carlo experiments, and for each experiment 5% of the nodes were sampled uniformly at
random. While tuning λo for a specific pcor generally yields improved results, we use the same
λo across the range of pcor values, since the true value of the latter is generally not available
in practice. In this setup, r-AdaDIF demonstrates higher accuracy compared to non-robust
classifiers. Moreover, the performance gap increases as more labels become corrupted, until it
reaches a “break point” at pcor ≈ 0.35. Interestingly, r-AdaDIF performs worse in the absence
of anomalies (pcor = 0) that can be attributed to the fact that it only removes useful samples
and thus reduces the training set. Although PPR w. ranking displays relative robustness as pcor
increases, overall it performs worse than PPR with value based rounding, at least on the Cora
graph.
As mentioned earlier, the performance of r-AdaDIF in terms of outlier detection depends
on parameter λo. Specifically, for λo → 0 the regularizer in (3.29) is effectively removed
and all samples are characterized as outliers. On the other hand, for λo  1 (3.29) yields
Oˆ = [0, . . . ,0], meaning that no outliers are unveiled. For intermediate values of λo, r-AdaDIF
trades off falsely identifying nominal samples as outliers (false alarm) with correctly identifying
anomalies (correct detection). This tradeoff of r-AdaDIF’s anomaly detection behavior was
experimentally evaluated over 50 Monte Carlo runs by sweeping over a large range of values of
λo, and for different values of pcor; see the probability of detection (pD) versus probability of
false alarms (pFA) depicted in Fig. 3.9. Evidently, r-AdaDIF performs much better than a random
guess (“coin toss”) detector whose curve is given by the grey dotted line, while the detection
performance improves as the corruption rate decreases.
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Figure 3.8: Classification accuracy of various diffusion-based classifiers on Cora, as a function
of the probability of label corruption.
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Figure 3.9: Anomaly detection performance of r-AdaDIF for different label corruption proba-
bilities. The horizontal axis corresponds to the frequency with which r-AdaDIF returns a true
positive (probability of detection) and the vertical axis corresponds to the frequency of false
positives (probability of false alarm).
Chapter 4
Unsupervised Node Embedding with
Adaptive Similarities
The promising results of adaptive diffusions on semi-supervised classification prompted the
further application of the multi-length walk model to the unsupervised task of node embedding.
Recalling Section 1.1, node embedding boils down to determining f(·) : V → Rd, where
d  N . In other works, a function is sought to map every node of G to a vector in the
d−dimensional Euclidean space. Typically, the embedding is low dimensional with d much
smaller than the number of nodes. Given f(·), the low-dimensional vector representation of each
node vi is
ei = f(vi) ∀vi ∈ V .
Since the number of nodes is finite, instead of finding a general f(·) (induction), one may pose
the embedding task in its most general form as a the following minimization problem over the
embedded vectors
{e∗i }Ni=1 = arg min{ei}Ni=1
∑
vi,vj∈V
` (sG(vi, vj), sE(ei, ej)) (4.1)
where `(·, ·) : R × R → R is a loss function; sG(·, ·) : V × V → R is a similarity metric over
pairs of graph nodes; and sE(·, ·) : Rd × Rd → R a similarity metric over pairs of vectors in the
d−dimensional Euclidean space.
In par with (4.1), node embedding can be viewed as the design of nodal vectors {ei}Ni=1 that
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successfully “encode” a certain notion of pairwise similarities among graph nodes.
4.0.1 Embedding as matrix factorization
Starting from the generalized framework in (4.1), one may arrive at concrete approaches by
specifying choices of sG(·, ·), sE(·, ·), and `(·, ·). To start, suppose that the node similarity metric





and the nodal vector similarity be the inner product
sE(ei, ej) = e>i ej .
Using these specifications, (4.1) reduces to the following symmetric matrix factorization problem
E∗ = arg min
E∈RN×d
‖SG −EE>‖2F (4.2)
where SG ∈ RN×N is the symmetric similarity matrix with [SG ]i,j = [SG ]j,i = sG(vi, vj), and
matrix E := [e1 . . . eN ]
> concatenates all node embeddings as rows. A well-known analytical
solution to (4.2) relies on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the similarity matrix, that
is SG = UΣVT , where U and V are the N ×N unitary matrices formed by the left and right
singular vectors, and Σ is diagonal with non-negative singular values sorted in decreasing order;
in our case, U = V since SG is symmetric. Given the SVD of SG , the low-rank (d  N )
solver in (4.2) is E∗ = UdΣ
1/2
d , where Σd contains the d largest singular values, and Ud the
corresponding singular vectors [43]. Matrices Ud and Σd can be obtained directly using the
reduced-complexity scheme known as truncated SVD.
If in addition SG is sparse, (4.2) can be solved even more efficiently, with complexity that
scales with the number of edges. One such example with sparse similarities is when SG = A,
where A is the graph adjacency matrix. Embeddings generally gain scalability by avoiding the
explicit construction of a dense SG . In fact, simply storing SG in the working memory becomes
prohibitive even for graphs of moderate sizes (say N > 105).
In the ensuing section, we will design a family of dense similarity matrices that (among other
properties) can be decomposed implicitly, at the cost of input sparsity.
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4.0.2 Multihop graph node similarities
Having reduced the node embedding problem to the one in (4.2), it remains to specify the graph
similarity metric that gives rise to SG . Towards this end, and in order to maintain expressibility,
we will design a parametric model for SG , with each pairwise node similarity metric expressed
as
sG(vi, vj ;θ) =
K∑
k=1
θksk(vi, vj), s.t. θ ∈ SK (4.3)
where SK := {θ ∈ RK : θ ≥ 0,θ>1 = 1} is the K-dimensional probability simplex, and
sk(vi, vj) is a similarity metric that depends on all k-hop paths of possibly repeated nodes that
start from vi and end at vj (or vice-versa). Thus, sG(·, ·;θ) contains all k-hop interactions
between two nodes, each weighted by a non-negative importance score θk with k = 1, . . . ,K.
Let S be any similarity matrix that is characterized by the same sparsity pattern as the
adjacency matrix, that is
Si,j =
{
si,j , (i, j) ∈ E
0, (i, j) /∈ E
, (4.4)
where {si,j}s denote the generic non-negative values of entries that correspond to edges of G.
Maintaining the same sparsity pattern as A allows for the (i, j) entry of Sk to be interpreted as a




= sk(vi, vj). For instance, selecting S = A is equivalent to using the k-step similarity
sk(vi, vj) = |{k − length paths connecting vi to vj}| [136]. Likewise, if S = AD−1 where
D = diag(1TA), then sk(vi, vj) can be interpreted as the probability that a random walk starting
from vj lands on vi after exactly k steps, e.g., [28]. Thus, for a properly selected S with entries






k, s.t. θ ∈ SK . (4.5)
Upon substituting (4.5) into (4.2) yields the tunable embeddings E∗(θ) that depend on the choice
of parameters θ. From the eigen-decomposition S = UΣU>, and given that U>U = I, we
readily arrive at
Sk = UΣkU> (4.6)
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U>, s.t. θ ∈ SK . (4.7)
Furthermore, the truncated singular pairs of SG(θ) conveniently follow from those of S, and
they have to be computed once. Specifically, the truncated singular vectors and singular values




d, respectively. Thus, if S ∈ SymN the solution to




Note that this holds only for non-negative parameters θk ≥ 0 ∀ k. If θk < 0 for at least one
k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, then the diagonal entries of Σd(θ) cannot be guaranteed to be non-negative
and sorted in decreasing order, which would cause (Ud(θ),Σd(θ)) to not be a valid SVD pair.
Having narrowed down SG to belong to the parametrized family in (4.5), we proceed to
select an appropriate sparsity-preserving S in order to obtain a solid model.
4.0.3 Spectral multihop embeddings
While any symmetric S that obeys (4.4) can be used for constructing multihop similarities
(cf. (4.5)), judicious designs of S can effect certain desirable properties. Bearing this in mind,
consider the following identity
S ∈ P+N ⇐⇒ S = UΣU> = UΛU> (4.9)
where P+N denotes the space of N ×N symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices, and Λ is the
diagonal matrix that contains the eigenvalues of S sorted in decreasing order. For SPD matrices
as in (B.4), the SVD is identical to the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD). Thus, if S ∈ P+N , the












is the Kth order polynomial of its eigenvalues defined by θ.













∈ [−1, 1] ∀ i,
and after using the identity shifting and scaling, we deduce that λi(S) ∈ [0, 1] ∀ i; hence, matrix
S in (4.11) is SPD. It can also be readily verified that the first d eigenvectors of S coincide
with the eigenvectors corresponding to the d smallest eigenvalues of the symmetric normalized
Laplacian matrix
Lsym := I−D−1/2AD−1/2. (4.12)
These smallest eigenvalues are known to contain useful information on cluster structures of
different resolution levels, a key property that has been successfully employed by spectral
clustering [124]. Intuitively, assigning weight θk to k-hop paths in the node similarity of (4.5),
is equivalent to shrinking the d-dimensional spectral node embeddings (rows of Ud) coordinates
according to Λd(θ). Interestingly, assigning large weights to longer paths (K  1) is equivalent
to fast shrinking the coordinates that correspond to small eigenvalues and capture the fine-grained
structures and local relations, what leads to a coarse, high-level cluster description of the graph.
4.0.4 Relation to random walks
Apart from the spectral embedding interpretation discussed in the last subsection, using powers
of (4.11) to capture multihop similarities also admits an interesting random walk interpretation.

























, 0 ≤ τ ≤ k
0, else
(4.14)
can be interpreted as nonzero weights that Sk assigns to all paths with the number of hops up to
k (see Fig. 4.2).





















and P = AD−1 is the probability transition matrix of a simple random walk defined over G;
that is, Pi,j is the probabiity that a random walker positioned on node (state) j transitions to node
i in one step. Thus, the k-hop similarity function defined in (4.3) is expressed as






cτ (θ) Pr{Xτ = vi|X0 = vj} (4.17)
where
Pr{Xτ = vi|X0 = vj} := [Pτ ]ij
is the probability that a random walk starting from vj lands on vi after τ steps.
Interestingly, SG(θ) does not weigh landing probabilities of different lengths independently.
Instead, it accumulates the latter as weighted combinations (cf. (4.16)) in a basis of “wavelet”-
type functions of different resolution (see Fig. 1).
Having established links to spectral clustering and random walks, our novel SG(θ) is well
motivated as a family of node similarity matrices. Nevertheless, before devising an algorithm for
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learning θ and testing it on real graphs, we will evaluate how well the basis {Sk}Kk=1, on which
SG(θ) is built, can capture underlying node similarities.
4.1 Model expressiveness
This section introduces a performance metric that quantifies how well a node similarity matrix
derived from the graph itself matches the “true” underlying similarity structure between nodes.
The discussion is followed by numerical evaluation of the performance of different similarity
matrices (including the one in (4.13)) on graphs that are generated according to the stochastic
block model [137].
To begin, suppose that for a given set of nodes, an adjacency matrix A is generated as
A ∼ fA(A)
where fA(A) is a probability density function defined over the space of all possible adjacency
matrices. Let the “true” underlying similarity between nodes vi and vj be
s∗(vi, vj) := Pr{(i, j) ∈ E} = EfA [Ai,j ]
which is the probability that the two nodes are connected. The “true” similarity matrix is thus
given as the expected adjacency matrix
S∗ := EfA [A] .
We define the quality-of-match (QoM) between the underlying S∗ and any similarity Sˆ = F (A)
estimated from the adjacency matrix as
QoM := EfA [PC (S






is the Pearson correlation between two matrices X1 and X2, with vec (X) denoting matrix
vectorization. The latter is used for appropriate rescaling of the “true” similarity matrix in order
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for the comparison with SG to be meaningful. Intuitively, (4.18) measures how well the estimated
node similarities in Sˆ are expected to match the pattern of true underlying similarities in S∗,
when edges are generated according to the known fA(·).
4.1.1 Numerical experiments and observations
We numerically evaluate the QoM achieved by different similarity matrices, on a set of N nodes
whose interconnections are generated according to a stochastic block model (SBM). For this set
of experiments, we divided the nodes into three clusters of equal size
Cl = {i : (l − 1)N/3 ≤ i ≤ lN/3}, l ∈ {1, 2, 3}
with inter- and intra-connection probabilities
Pr{(i, j) ∈ E} =

p , (i, j) in the same Cl
cq , i ∈ C1 and j ∈ C3
q else
(4.20)
where p is the probability of connection when two nodes belong to the same cluster, and c < 1
introduces asymmetry and a hierarchical clustering organization (see Fig. 2-top left), by making
two of the clusters less likely to connect; we have related Python scripts available.1 The SBM







and the underlying similarity can be expressed as






− diag(p1N ) (4.22)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
For each experiment, we set N = 150 and generated a graph according to (4.20). We then
compared the QoM between (4.22) and the kth power of the proposed (4.11), the kth power of
1https://github.com/DimBer/ASE-project/tree/master/sim tests
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the adjacency (Ak), as well as each of the following well known similarity metrics:
1. SˆPPR := (1−α)(I−αAD−1)−1: the steady state probability that a random walk restart-
ing at vj with probability 1− α at every step is located at vi. Essentially a personalized
PageRank (PPR) computed for every node of the graph, inheriting the properties of the
celebrated centrality measure [24, 41, 71].
2. SˆKATZ := (1 − β)(I − βA)−1A : the Katz index [136], an exponentially weighted
summation over paths of all possible hops between two nodes.
3. SˆNEIGH := A2: the number of common neighbors that every pair of nodes shares.
4. SˆAA := AD−1A: Adamic-Adar [8] is a variant of common neighbors where each set of
neighbors is weighted inversely proportional to its cardinality.
The resulting QoM was averaged over 200 experiments. Parameters α in SˆPPR and β in SˆKATZ
were tuned to maximize the performance of the metrics. Figure 3 depicts QoM as a function of
k, for three different scenarios.
In the first scenario (Fig. 3-a), with graphs being dense and clustered (p = 0.3, q = 0.1), the
proposed Sk improves sharply in the first few steps, reaching maximum QoM after 4 or 5 steps,
and gradually decreases as k continues to increase. The kth order proximities that are given as
entries of Ak follow a similar trend, however their QoM peaks shortly after 2 or 3 steps and
declines fast for larger k. The matrix plots of a randomly selected experiment depicted in Fig. 2
can aid in understanding the underlying mechanism that gives rise to this highly step-dependent
behavior. Specifically, S1 (bottom left) that has the same sparsity pattern as the adjacency is a
poor match to the dense block-structure of S∗. On the other side of the spectrum, S15 (bottom
right) is too “flat” and also a poor similarity metric. Meanwhile, taking k = 6 promotes enough
mixing without “dissipating.” As a result, S6 (bottom center) visibly matches the structure of
S∗. Interestingly, for k ∈ [4, 10] the proposed Sk surpasses in QoM all other similarity metrics
that were tested. Nevertheless, the simple 2−hop Adamic-adar, common-neighbors similarities
perform reasonably well by exploiting the relatively dense structure of the graphs.
Results were markedly different in the second scenario shown in Fig. 3-b. Here, graphs
were generated with the same clustering structure but significantly sparser, with edge probability
parameters p = 0.15 and q = 0.05. For sparser graphs, Ak and Sk require more steps to reach
peak QoM (4 and 9 respectively). Similarly, PPR which relies on long paths performs much
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better than the short-reaching Adamic-Adar. This behavior is intuitively reasonable because the
sparser a graph is, the longer become the paths that need to be explored around each node, in
order for the latter to “gauge” its position on the graph.
Finally, a third scenario (Fig. 3-c) was examined, where each graph was generated without
a clustering structure (p = q = 0.1 and c = 1); essentially an Erdos-Renyi graph. For this
degenerate case that is of no real practical interest, all pairs of nodes are equally similar; this
type of similarity requires infinitely long paths to be described.
In a nutshell, the presented numerical study hints at the two following facts. First, Sk can
successfully model similarities that are based on grouping nodes in arbitrary and multilevel sets
with variable degrees of homophily and heterophily. The second fact, is that the performance
of Sk varies significantly with k. Moreover, the way that k affects performance may also vary
from graph to graph, depending on the underlying properties – what suggests viewing this way
as a graph “signature” that is also validated by the real graphs in Section 6. Thus, a principled
means of specifying SG(θ) by learning the parameters that match this graph “signature” in an
unsupervised mode, is highly motivated.
4.2 Unsupervised similarity learning
We have arrived at the point where for a given graph, it is prudent to select a specific θ ∈ SK
without supervision. Following the discussion in Section 3, it would be ideal to fit SG(θ) to a
true S∗ by minimizing an expected cost




Unfortunately, we only have one realization A of fA(·), which means that without prior knowl-
edge, the best approximation of S∗ that we can obtain is the adjacency matrix itself, that is
S∗ ≈ A. Using this approximation yields
min
θ∈SK
` (A,SG(A;θ)) . (4.24)
While straightforward, (4.24) yields embeddings with limited generalization capability. Simply
put, regardless of the choice of `(·), solving (4.24) amounts to predicting a set of edges by tuning
a similarity metric that is generated by the same set of edges.
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To mitigate overfitting but also promote generalization of the similarity metric and of the
resulting embeddings, we explore the following idea. Suppose we are given a pair A1,A2 of
adjacency matrices both drawn independently from fA(·). In this case, we would be able to
use one as approximation of S∗ ≈ A1, and the other to form the multihop similarity matrix
SG(A2;θ); parameters θ can then be learned by solving
min
θ∈SK
` (A1,SG(A2;θ)) . (4.25)
Since separate samples are not available, we approximate the aforementioned process by ran-
domly extracting part of A and approaching (4.25) as
min
θ∈SK
`S (A,SG(A ∗ Sc;θ)) (4.26)
where S ∈ {1, . . . , N}2 is a subset of all possible pairs of nodes with |S| = Ns, and Sc is an
N ×N binary section matrix with Sci,j = 0, if {i, j} ∈ S , and Sci,j = 1, otherwise. Furthermore,
`S(·, ·) in (4.26) denotes cost `(·, ·) applied selectively only to entries of the matrix variables
that belong to S. Here, such that S = S+ ∪ S−, with S+ ∈ E being as subset of the edges and
S− ∈ {1, . . . , N}2 \ E a subset of node index tuples that are not connected (non-edges). To
balance the influence of existing and non-existing edges, we use subsets of equal cardinality, that
is |S+| = |S−| = Ns/2.
To arrive from the unsupervised similarity learning framework (4.26) to a practical method,
it remains to specify two modular sub-systems: one responsible for sampling edges, and one
specifying `(·, ·) to find θ∗ by solving (4.26).
4.2.1 Edge sampling
The choice of the sampling scheme for S plays an important role in the overall performance of
the proposed adaptive embedding framework. Ideally, edge sampling should take into account
the following criteria.
1. Sample S+ should be representative of the graph;
2. Edge removal should inflict minimal perturbation;
3. Edge removal should avoid isolating nodes; and
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4. Sampling scheme should be simple and scalable.
Aiming at a ‘sweet spot’ of these objectives, we populate S+ by sampling edges according to the
following procedure: first, a node v1 is sampled uniformly at random from V ; then, a second node
v2 is sampled uniformly from the neighborhood set NG(v1) of v1. The selected edge is removed
only if both adjacent nodes have degree greater than one. Non-edges S− are obtained by uniform
sampling without replacement over {1, . . . , N}2 \ E . The overall procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 7. For Ns  N , sampling probabilities remain approximately unchanged despite the
removals, since the probability of selecting the same node is relatively small. Thus, one may
approximate Pr{et = (i, j)} ≈ Pr{e0 = (i, j)}, and assuming for simplicity that di > 1∀i, it
follows that
Pr{e0 = (i, j)} = Pr{v1 = i, v2 = j}+ Pr{v1 = j, v2 = i}











∝ di + dj
didj
, (4.27)
meaning that edge e = (i, j) is removed with probability that is proportional to the harmonic
mean of the degrees of the nodes that it connects. As shown in [92], the perturbation that the
removal of edge e = (i, j) inflicts on the spectrum of an undirected graph is proportional to
didj ; that is, removing edges that connect high-degree nodes leads to higher perturbation. Thus,
Algorithm 7 tends to inflict minimal perturbation by sampling with probability that is inversely
proportional to didj for di, dj  1; this is because the denominator of (4.27) dominates its
numerator for large degrees. On the other hand, for smaller di and dj , the numerator ensures
relatively high probabilities for moderate-degree nodes. The combination of the two effects
yields edge samples that are fairly representative of the graph, while inflicting low perturbation
when removed.
4.2.2 Parameter training
Subsequently, for a given sample S , we can obtain the corresponding optimal parameters as (cf.
(4.26))




` (Ai,j , sG−(vi, vj ;θ)) (4.28)
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where G− := (V, E \ S+) is the original graph with the randomly sampled subset S+ of edges
removed.
Interestingly, one way that (4.28) could be solved is by explicitly computing the entries of
SG(θ) that are in S. This would require performing K sparse matrix-vector products to obtain
every column of Sk for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, for all the columns that contain sampled entries. In the
worst case, if all nodes in the tuples of S correspond to different columns of SG(θ), two random
walks are required for every tuple, for a total of 2Ns random walks. This requires O (NsK|E|)
computations, and O (NsN) memory if they are to be performed concurrently or in matrix form.
Since K will typically be in the order of tens, these requirements will be affordable, if Ns is
relatively small. Nevertheless, they quickly become cumbersome for Ns  K, which may be
necessary to estimate the K-dimensional θ.
Algorithm 6 ADAPTIVE SIMILARITY EMBEDDING
Input: G Output: E
// Training phase
Θ = ∅
while |Θ| < Ts do
G−, S+, S− = SAMPLE EDGES( G )
θ∗S = TRAIN PARAMETERS( G−,S+,S−)





















return E = Ud
√
Σd(θ∗)
Instead, we will rely on the fact that the proposed embeddings are smooth and differentiable
wrt to θ (cf. (4.10)), to develop a solution that allows for selecting arbitrarily large Ns, using the
approximation






Algorithm 7 SAMPLE EDGES
Input: G Output: G−,S+,S−
// Sample edges
S+ = ∅, G− = G
while |S+| < Ns/2 do
Sample v1 ∼ Unif (V)
if |NG−(v1)| > 1 then
Sample v2 ∼ Unif (NG−(v1))
if |NG−(v2)| > 1 then
S+ = S+ ∪ (v1, v2)






while |S−| < Ns/2 do
Sample (v1, v2) ∼ Unif (V × V)
if (v1, v2) /∈ E then
S− = S− ∪ (v1, v2)
end if
end while
return G−, S+, S−
Algorithm 8 TRAIN PARAMETERS








S = S+ ∪ S−
Form XS = {x(i,j)}(i,j)∈S as in (4.30)
















= x>i,j θ (4.29)
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Algorithm 9 SIMPLEXSVM
Input: X ,S+,S− Output: θ∗
θ0 =
1
K1, t = 1
while ‖θt − θt−1‖∞ ≥ tol do
t = t+ 1, ηt = a/
√
t
S+a = {e ∈ S+| xTe θt−1 ≤ }






zt = (1− 2ηtλ)θt−1 − ηtNsgt



















σd−1 σ2d−1 · · · σKd−1
σd σ
2
d · · · σKd
 .
Conveniently, {xi,j}s act as features over every possible pair of nodes, which when linearly
combined with weights θ to produce similarities, allow us to approach (4.28) using well-
understood learning and optimization tools. For instance, let `(·) be the Hinge loss
`(y, f) := max(0, − yf) (4.31)
and define targets yi,j = 2Ai,j − 1 such that yi,j ∈ {−1, 1}. We can then equivalently express
(4.28) as




max(0, − yi,jx>i,j θ) + λ‖θ‖22 (4.32)
where λ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter of the `2 regularization typically used to improve
the generalization of SVMs [116]. To solve our variant of simplex-constrained SVMs (cf.
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(4.32)), we employ the projected-gradient descent approach [22] that we describe in Algorithm
4, where SIMPLEXPROJ( · ) is a subroutine that implements projections onto SK ; the latter can
be performed with O(K logK) complexity as described in [33]. The overall parameter learning
procedure for a given sample is summarized in Algorithm 3 2.
In general, if runtime or computational resources allow, the sampling and training process
described in the last two sections can be repeated Ts times to obtain different {θ∗S}s, which can
then be averaged in order to reduce their variance. In practice, this may not be necessary if Ns is
large enough, which will yield a near-deterministic θ. The overall proposed adaptive-similarity
embedding (ASE) framework is summarized in Algorithm 1.
4.2.3 Complexity
The computational complexity of ASE is dominated by the cost of performing the truncated SVD
of S in the training as well as testing phases of Algorithm 1. Relying on the sparsity (|E|  N2)
and symmetry of S, the Lanczos algorithm followed by EVD of a tridiagonal matrix yield the
truncated SVD in a very efficient manner. Provided that d  N , the decomposition can be
achieved in O(|E|d) time and using O(Nd) memory. Therefore, for the Ts ≥ 1 training rounds
and a single embedding round of Algorithm 1, the overall complexity is O((Ts + 1)|E|d).
4.3 Related work
Two recent embedding methods also pursue similarity matrices that combine walks of different
lengths [136, 109]. Most relevant to the proposed ASE is the “Arbitrary-Order Proximity
Preserved Network Embedding” [136] approach, where a method is proposed for obtaining the
SVD of a polynomial of the adjacency matrix without having to recompute the singular vectors.
Compared to [136], we put forth the following contributions. First, we introduce a family of
multihop similarities whose decomposition leads to embeddings that inherit the rich information
contained in the spectral embeddings (cf. Section 2.3). An equally important contribution in
terms of modeling is that our embeddings can be differentiated with respect to (wrt) weights θ (cf.
(4.29)-(4.32)), whereas the embeddings in [136] are non-differentiable wrt the weights. Hence,
2The SVM-based parameter learning presented here is by no means the only viable option. In our implementation,
we also provide learning mechanisms based on least-squares, logistic regression, as well as finding the best single k.
However here, due to space constrains, we present and report results of the SVM-based approach.
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[136] can only proceed in a “forward” fashion given some order proximity weights θ, whereas
our approach allows for “navigating” the space of possible similarity functions s(vi, vj ;θ) in
a smooth fashion, meaning that θ can be learned with simple optimization on well-defined
fitting models such as logistic regression or SVMs (cf. (4.32)). This leads to the third main
contribution, which is a means of learning “personalized” θ (cf. Section 4) in an unsupervised
fashion, meaning without downstream information such as node or edge labels/attributes that
can guide cross-validation in high-dimensional discretized parameter grids.
The second related embedding method presented in [109] builds on the concept of graph
attention mechanisms to place weights on lengths of truncated random walks. These mechanisms
are used to build a similarity matrix containing co-occurrence probabilities. The matrix is jointly
decomposed by maximizing a graph-likelihood function. The model in [109] is a generalization
of the ones implicitly adopted by [101] and [47], building on similar tools and concepts that
emerge from natural language processing. Different from [101, 47] and the proposed ASE, [109]
explicitly constructs and factorizes a dense N ×N similarity matrix. The detailed procedure
incurs complexity that is cubic wrtN , and becomes at best quadratic after model approximations,
meaning that [109] scales rather poorly beyond small graphs.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
The present section reports extensive experimental results on a variety of real-world networks.
The aim of the presented tests is twofold. First, to determine and quantify the quality of the
proposed ASE embeddings for different downstream learning tasks. Second, to analyze and
interpret the resulting embedding parameters for different networks.
Datasets. In our experiments, we used the following real-world networks (see also Table 1).
1. ca-AstroPh. The Astro Physics collaboration network is from the e-print arXiv and
covers scientific collaborations between co-authored papers submitted to Astro Physics
category [2]. If an author i co-authored a paper with author j, the graph contains a
undirected edge from i to j. If the paper is co-authored by k authors, this generates a
completely connected (sub)graph on k nodes.
2. ca-CondMat. Condense Matter Physics collaboration network from ArXiv [2].
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3. CoCit. A co-citation network of papers citing other papers extracted by [122]; labels
represent conferences in which papers were published.
4. com-DBLP. Computer science research bibliography collaboration network [2].
5. com-Amazon. Network collected by crawling Amazon website [2]. It is based on
“Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought” feature of the Amazon website. If a
product i is frequently co-purchased with product j, the graph contains an undirected edge
from i to j.
6. vk2016-17. VK is a Russian all-encompassing social network. In [122], two snapshots
of the network were extracted in November 2016 and May 2017, to obtain information
about link appearance.
7. email-Enron. Enron email communication network covering all the email communica-
tion within a dataset of around half a million emails [2].
8. PPI (H.Sapiens). Subgraph of the protein-protein interaction network for Homo
Sapiens. The subgraph corresponds to the graph induced by nodes for which labels
(representing biological states) were obtained from the hallmark gene sets [47].
9. Wikipedia. This is a co-occurrence network of words appearing in the first million
bytes of the Wikipedia dump. The labels represent the Part-of-Speech (POS) tags inferred
using the Stanford POS-Tagger [47].
10. BlogCatalog. A network of social relationships of the bloggers listed on the BlogCata-
log website. The labels represent blogger interests inferred through the meta-data provided
by the bloggers.
Methods. Experiments were run using the following unsupervised and scalable embedding
methods.
1. ASE. Our proposed adaptive similarity embedding. Based on observations made in
Sections 3, and to retain optimization stability, we set the maximum number of steps to
K = 10. We also use the default SVM regularizer (λ = 1). To have a single learning round
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Table 4.1: Network Characteristics
Graph |V| |E| |Y| Density
PPI (H. Sapiens) 3,890 76,584 50 10−2
Wikipedia 4,733 184,182 40 1.6× 10−2
BlogCatalog 10,312 333,983 39 6.2× 10−3
ca-CondMat 23,133 93,497 - 3.5× 10−4
ca-AstroPh 18,772 198,110 - 1.1× 10−3
email-Enron 36,692 183,831 - 2.7× 10−4
CoCit 44,312 195,362 15 2× 10−4
vk2016-17 78,593 2,680,542 - 8.7× 10−4
com-Amazon 334,863 925,872 - 1.7× 10−5
com-DBLP 317,080 1,049,866 - 2.1× 10−5
Table 4.2: Inferred parameters and interpretation
Graph θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5 θ6 θ7 θ8 θ9 θ10 range strength
PPI (H. Sapiens) 0.00 0.14 0.31 0.29 0.21 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 medium medium
Wikipedia 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.37 0.62 long strong
BlogCatalog 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 short very strong
ca-CondMat 0.55 0.33 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 short strong
ca-AstroPh 0.76 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 short strong
email-Enron 0.24 0.25 0.18 0.14 0.1 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 medium weak
CoCit 0.61 0.33 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 short strong
vk2016-17 0.71 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 short strong
com-Amazon 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 short very weak
com-DBLP 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 short very weak
with learned parameters having small enough variance, we sampled with Ns/2 = 1, 000.
We made our implementation of ASE freely available 3.
2. VERSE [122]. This is a scalable framework for generating node embeddings according to
a similarity function by minimizing a KL-divergence-objective via stochastic optimization.
We used the default version with similarity (PPR with α = 0.85), as suggested and
implemented by the authors.4
3. Deepwalk [101]. This approach learns an embedding by sampling random walks from
each node, and applying word2vec-based learning on those walks. We use the default
parameters proposed in [101], i.e., walk length t = 80, number of walks per node γ = 80,





4. HOPE [99]. This SVD-based approach approximates high-order proximities and leverages
directed edges. We report the results obtained with the default parameters, i.e, Katz
similarity as the similarity measure with β inversely proportional to the spectral radius.
5. LINE [120]. This approach learns a d-dimensional embedding in two steps, both using
adjacency similarity. First, it learns d/2 dimensions using first-order proximity; then,
it learns another d/2 features using second-order proximity. Last, the two halves are
normalized and concatenated. We obtained a copy of the code6, and run experiments with
T = 1010 samples (although T = 109 yielded the same accuracy for smaller graphs), and
s = 5 negative samples, as described in the paper.
6. Spectral. This approach relies on the first d eigenvectors of D−1/2AD−1/2. The baseline
was developed for clustering [124], and has also been run as a benchmark for node
embeddings [47]. In our case, spectral embedding is of particular interest since it can be
obtained by column-wise normalization of the embeddings generated by the proposed
method.
We excluded comparisons with Node2vec [47] and AROPE [136] because they use cross-
validation for hyper-parameter selection. Thus comparing Node2vec and AROPE to methods
such as LINE, Deepwalk, HOPE, VERSE, and EMB that all operate with fixed hyperparameters
in a fully unsupervised manner would be unfair. We also excluded comparisons with GraRep
[28] and M-NMF [104] due to their limited scalability (O(N2d) computational and O(N2)
memory complexity).
Evaluation methodology. Our experiment setting follows the one in [122]. All methods are set
to embed nodes to dimension d = 100. Using the resulting embeddings as feature vectors, we
evaluated their performance in terms of node classification and link prediction accuracy, and
clustering quality. All experiments were repeated 10 times and reported are the averaged results.
Interpretation of results. One interesting aspect of the proposed ASE method, is that the
inferred parameters θ∗ from the first phase of Algorithm 1 can be used to characterise the
underlying similarity structure of the graph, and the way nodes “interact” over different path
6https://github.com/tangjianpku/LINE
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lengths (short, medium, and long range). The “strength” of interactions is inferred by how
uniform the coefficients of θ∗ are, and depend on the value of λ. Since the default value was
λ = 1 for all graphs, the results can be interpreted as relative interaction strengths between them.
The resulting {θ∗}s for all graphs are listed in Table 2.
It can be immediately observed that the type of node interactions varies significantly across
different graphs, with similar behavior for graphs that belong to the same domain. Specifically,
ca-CondMat, ca-AstroPh, and CoCit that belong to the citation/co-authorship domain
all show relatively strong interactions of short range. BlogCatalog shows very strong short-
range similarities of only one-hop neighborhood interactions among bloggers. On the other
hand, the Wikipedia word co-occurrence network shows a strong tendency for long-range
interactions; while other graphs, such as the PPI protein interaction network stay on the medium
range.
Node classification. Graphs with labeled nodes are frequently used to measure the ability of
embedding methods to produce features suitable for classification. For each experiment, nodes
were randomly split to a training set and a test set. Similar to other works, and to cope with
multi-label targets, we fed the training features and labels into the one-vs-the-rest configuration
of logistic regression classifier provided by the sklearn Python library. In the testing phase,
we sorted the predicted class probabilities for each node in decreasing order, and extracted the
top-ki ranking labels, were ki is the true number of labels of node vi. We then computed the
Micro- and Macro-averaged F1 scores [90] of the predicted labels.
Apart from comparisons with alternative embedding methods, node classification can reveal
whether available node labels (metadata) are distributed in a manner that matches the node
relations/interactions that are inferred by ASE. To reveal this information, we obtain embeddings
for every k ∈ {1, . . . , 10} by ignoring the training phase and “forcing” θ∗ = ek in Algorithm
6, and then using each embedding for classification with 10% labeling rate. Figure 4.4 plots
Micro and Macro F1 for all labeled graphs as a function of k, while red shade is placed on
the hops where the unsupervised ASE parameters θ∗ are non-zero (cf. Table 1). As seen in
Fig. 4.4, the accuracy on the four labeled graphs evolves with k in a markedly different manner.
Nevertheless, ASE identifies the trends and tends to assign non-zero weights to hops that yield a
desirable trade-off between Micro and Macro F1. Bearing in mind that ASE does not use labels
for training or validation, this is rather remarkable considering the fact that θ∗ depends only on
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the graph.
We also compared the classification accuracy of ASE embeddings with those of the alterna-
tive embedding approaches, with results plotted in Fig. 4.5. The plots for some method-graph
pairs are not discernible when values are too low. While the relative performance of any given
method varies from graph to graph, ASE adapts to each graph and yields consistently reliable em-
beddings, with accuracy that in most cases reaches or surpasses that of state-of-the-art methods,
especially in terms of Macro F1. The two exceptions are the Macro F1 in CoCit, and Micro F1
in Wikipedia, where VERSE and HOPE are correspondingly more accurate. Interestingly,
HOPE achieving high Micro F1 and low Macro F1 in Wikipedia is in agreement with the
findings in Fig. 4.4, combined with the fact that HOPE focuses on longer paths.
Link prediction. Link prediction is the task of estimating the probability that a link between
two unconnected nodes will appear in the future. We repeat the experiment performed in [122]
on the vk2016-17 social network. For every possible edge, we build a feature vector as the
Hadamard product between the embedded vectors of its two adjacent nodes. Using the two
time instances of vk2016-17, we predict whether a new friendship link appears between
November 2016 and May 2017, using 50% of the new links for training and 50% for testing. To
train the binary logistic regression classifier, we also randomly sample non-existing edges as
negative examples. The link prediction accuracy for different embeddings is reported in Table 3.
While for this experiment ASE does not reach the accuracy of VERSE, it provides the second
most accurate link prediction, far surpassing the also SVD-based HOPE and spectral embeddings.
Table 4.3: Link Prediction Accuracy on vk2016-17
VERSE ASE LINE Deepwalk HOPE Spectral
Acc. 0.79 0.75 0.74 0.69 0.62 0.60
Node clustering. Finally, the embedded vectors were used to cluster the nodes into different
communities, using the sklearn library K-means with the default K-means++ initialization
[12]. We evaluate the quality of node clustering with conductance, a well-known metric for mea-
suring the goodness of a community [80]; conductance is minimized for large, well connected
communities that are also well separated from the rest of the graph. Each plot in Fig. 4.6 gives the
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average conductance across communities, as a function of the total number of clusters. Results
indicate that the proposed ASE as well as the spectral clustering benchmark yield much lower
conductance compared to other embeddings. Apparently, since ASE builds on the same basis
of eigenvectors used by normalized spectral clustering, it inherits the property of the latter to
approximately minimize the normalized-cut metric [124], which is very similar to conductance.
A closer look at the resulting clusters, reveals that clustering beased on VERSE, Deepwalk,
LINE, and HOPE splits graphs into very large communities of roughly equal size, cutting a
large number of edges in the process. This is an indication that these methods are subject to
a resolution limit, which is the inability to detect well-separated communities that are below
a certain size [37]. On the other hand, Spectral and the proposed ASE separate the graph into
a large-core component, and many smaller well-separated communities, a structure that many
large-scale information networks have been observed to have [80]. Indeed, the conductance gap
is smaller for BlogCatalog, which is relatively small and with less pronounced communities.
Parameter sensitivity. We also present results after varying ASE parameters and measured
classification Micro F1 accuracy for PPI with 10% labeling rate. The aim is to assess the
sensitivity of ASE wrt its basic parameters. The plot on the left shows how increasing λ (cf.
(4.32)) may decrease accuracy by forcing the entries of θ∗ to be close to uniform, thus losing
the benefits of graph-specific adaptation. Regarding the number of sampled edges Ns, results
(middle plot) indicate relative robustness of ASE embeddings, given a minimum number of
samples. As expected, sampling a large number of edges may cause noticeable perturbation
on the graph (even using the minimally-perturbing Algorithm 2); this may be causing a slight
decrease in accuracy. Finally, the plot on the left depicts accuracy across a range of embedding
dimensions d.
Runtime. Finally, we compared different embedding methods in terms of runtime. Results for
all graphs are reported in Fig. 4.8. All experiments were run on a personal workstation with a
quad-core i5 processor, and 16 GB of RAM. For our proposed ASE, we provide a light-weight
yet highly portable implementation 7 that uses the SVDLIBC library [3] for sparse SVD. We




the SLEPc package [58]; this scalable version can perform large-scale sparse SVD on multiple
processes and distributed memory environments using the message-passing interface (MPI) [17].
We used the high-performance implementation for the five larger graphs, and the portable one for
the five smaller ones. Evidently, ASE and HOPE that are SVD-based are orders of magnitudes
faster than VERSE, Deepwalk, and LINE. The main factor that slows the latter down seems to
be the large number of stochastic optimization iterations that these methods must perform to
reach accurate embeddings. Nevertheless, it should be noted that sampling based methods enjoy
nearly-full parallelization and could thus benefit more from highly multi-threaded environments.
On the other hand, methods that rely on SVD (and EVD) can greatly benefit from decades of
research on how to efficiently perform these decompositions, and a suite of stable and highly
optimized software tools.
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True SBM similarities (S∗)



























































Figure 4.1: Depiction of groundtruth and estimated similarity matrices, as yielded from an
instance of the numerical experiments described in Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.2: Matrix Sk is equivalent to applying “wavelet”-type weights ατ (k) over walks with
hops ≤ k.
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a) Clustered - dense (p = 0.3, q = 0.1)









b) Clustered - sparse (p = 0.15, q = 0.05)







c) Unstructured (p = 0.1, q = 0.1)
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Figure 4.3: Quality of match between true SBM similarity and various estimates, as yielded from
experiments of Section 4.1.1.
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F1 Micro F1 Macro
Figure 4.4: Micro and Macro F1 scores for the four labeled graphs, when the “pure” k−order
Sk is used for embedding, given as a function of k. Red shade denotes the corresponding k’s
where ASE assigned non-zero θk’s; see also Table 2.
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ASE VERSE Deepwalk LINE HOPE Spectral
Figure 4.5: Micro (upper row) and Macro (lower row) F1 scores that different embeddings +
logistic regression yield on labeled graphs, as a function of the labeling rated (percentage of
training data)
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ASE VERSE Deepwalk LINE HOPE Spectral
Figure 4.6: Average conductance of different embeddings used by kmeans for clustering, as a
function of number of clusters.
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity of ASE on PPI graphs wrt various parameters.














HOPE ASE VERSE Deepwalk LINE
Figure 4.8: Runtime of various embedding methods across different graphs
Chapter 5
Summary and Future Directions
The thesis contributes to semi-supervised and unsupervised adaptive learning over large-scale
graphs. In this final chapter, we provide a summary of the main results discussed in this thesis,
and also point out a few possible directions for future research.
5.1 Thesis Summary
Aiming at active learning for semi-supervised classification, Chapter 2 introduces a sampling
strategy that is based on querying the node whose label disclosure is expected to inflict the largest
change on the GMRF, and in this sense it is the most informative on average. Connections are
established to other sampling methods including uncertainty sampling, variance minimization,
and sampling based on the Σ−optimality criterion. A simple yet effective heuristic is also
introduced for increasing the exploration capabilities of the sampler, and reducing bias of the
resultant classifier, by adjusting the confidence on the model label predictions. The novel
sampling strategies are based on quantities that are readily available without the need for model
retraining, rendering them computationally efficient and scalable to large graphs.
Further focusing on improving the classifier itself, Chapter 3 improves the performance of
random-walk-based classifiers by adapting the diffusion functions of every class to both the
network and the observed labels. The resultant novel classifier relies on the notion of landing
probabilities of short-length random walks rooted at the observed nodes of each class. The
small number of these landing probabilities can be extracted efficiently with a small number of
sparse matrix-vector products, thus ensuring applicability to large-scale networks. Theoretical
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analysis establishes that short random walks are in most cases sufficient for reliable classification.
Furthermore, an algorithm is developed to identify (and potentially remove) outlying or anoma-
lous samples jointly with adapting the diffusions. We test our methods in terms of multiclass
and multilabel classification accuracy, and confirm that it can achieve results competitive to
state-of-the-art methods, while also being considerably faster.
Finally, Chapter 4 deals with the unsupervised task of node embedding, and puts forth an
adaptive node embedding framework that adjusts the embedding process to a given underlying
graph, in a fully automated manner (no cross validation is needed). This is achieved by leveraging
the notion of a tunable node similarity matrix that assigns weights on multihop paths. The design
of multihop similarities ensures that the resultant embeddings also inherit interpretable spectral
properties. The proposed model is thoroughly investigated, interpreted, and numerically evaluated
using stochastic block models. Moreover, an unsupervised algorithm is developed for training
the model parameters effieciently. Extensive node classification, link prediction, and clustering
experiments are carried out on many real-world graphs from various domains, along with
comparisons with state-of-the-art scalable and unsupervised node embedding alternatives. The
proposed method enjoys superior performance in many cases, while also yielding interpretable
information on the underlying graph structure.
5.2 Future Research
The results in this thesis open up interesting directions for a number of future research topics.
Next, we outline a couple of them that we are currently pursuing.
5.2.1 Tracking and sampling time-varying label distributions on graphs
Recent years have seen increased research effort to deal with tracking dynamically evolving
signals on graphs; see, for instance [60],[105],[87], [61],[66]. Meanwhile, AL in the presence
of “concept drift” (i.e., data that are generated from a time-evolving distribution) has also been
gaining momentum lately; see, e.g., [76],[132],[135]. In this context, we are motivated to develop
tracking and adaptive sampling methods based on RWR for label distributions {yi(t)}i∈V that
may evolve across time t, while the topology of the graph remains invariant. Towards this goal,
given the per-class stationary distribution pit−1(j) available from t− 1, and label yi(t) obtained
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Algorithm 10 Graph-based class-tracking with RWR
Input: G, d, λ
Initialize: {pi0(j) = 0}j∈C
for t = 1 : T do
Select sample set Lt
Obtain labels yLt
Update pit(j) according to (5.2)
Predict yi ∀i ∈ Ut as in (2.7)
end for
at time t, the new stationary distributions can be obtained recursively as
pit(j) = d(1− λ)pit−1(j) + dλgi(t)1{yi(t)=j} (5.1)
where 0 < λ < 1 is the forgetting factor (similar in spirit to the LMS and RLS algorithms [67])
that tunes how quickly the influence of a given observation on the current model decays as time
progresses. The larger λ is the faster the model “forgets” old observations. Note that in (5.1) we
only sample one node at each time t with index i(t). The labels of all other nodes at time t are
effectively unknown, since even the ones we have observed in previous time slots might have
changed in the meantime. This is a point where the dynamic scenario is clearly different from
the static case. Furthermore, we will generalize (5.1) to accommodate multiple labels observed
per slot, in which case




where Lt(j) := {i ∈ Lt : yi(t) = j}, and Lt is the set of nodes that were labeled at slot t;
see also the tabulated Algorithm 10 for a summary of the tracking approach. Our preliminary
tests on the time evolving temperature data (temperature measurements were thresholded to
“high” and “low” classes) from [60] indicate that Algorithm 10 with random sampling of Lt and
for a wide range of values of λ can successfully track the seasonal and geographical changes
of temperature. We will further employ Algorithm 10 as a stepping stone towards developing
schemes for judiciously and adaptively selecting the time-varying sample set Lt such that the
prediction accuracy per time slot is maximized.
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5.2.2 Personalized Diffusions for Top-n Recommendation
Item-based methods are among the most popular approaches for top-n recommendation. Such
methods work by building a model that captures the relations between the items, which is then
used to recommend new items that are “close” to the ones each user has consumed in the past.
Item-based models have been shown to achieve high top-n recommendation accuracy [111, 97],
while being scalable and easy to interpret [35]. Nevertheless, item-model-based methods typically
consider only direct inter-item relations that can impose fundamental limitations to their quality
and make them brittle to the presence of sparsity—leading to poor itemspace coverage and
significant decay in performance [9]. Random-walk-based methods on the other hand, are
particularly well-suited for alleviating such problems. Having the innate ability to relate items
that are not directly connected by propagating information along the edges of the underlying
graph, random walk methods are more robust to the effects of sparsity and they can afford better
coverage of the itemspace.
Having established the efficiency of recommendations based on diffusions over sparse
item-graphs, we will proceed to personalize the diffusion pattern for each user. Following the
adaptive-diffusion approach we introduced in Chapter 3, we postulate identifying user-specific
diffusion parameters θˆu by solving per user u ∈ U for
θˆu = arg min
θ∈SK
`(hu, fu(θ)) (5.3)
where U is the set of users, and fu(θ) = P(K)u θ is (cf. 3.2) the per-user diffusion vector defined
over the items, with P(K)u concatenating landing probabilities {p(k)u }Kk=1 of the random walk
of user u on the item-model graph Witm. The starting (a.k.a. seed) distribution p0u is given by
the past implicit feedback (viewing history) as the normalized indicator vector of past observed
actions of user u, while the target vector hu contains the indexes of hold-out validation items
that fu(θ) aims to predict. The basic premise behind this work is that the latent mechanism
for propagating historic preferences along the edges of the item graph can be specific to each
user. Thus, finding a disciplined way to uncover such a mechanism can prove beneficial both in
terms of recommendation accuracy as well as in providing useful information about the latent
behavioral patterns that govern users’ interaction within the system. Our preliminary results on
real datasets indicate pronounced variability on the diffusion patterns θˆu exhibited by different
users. Furthermore, personalizing can yield significant improvements on recommendation
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accuracy, while also providing side-information on the behavior of individual users, and user-
model interactions.
5.2.3 Node Hashing for Fast Queries in Very Large Graphs
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, node embedding methods can extract informative features over
the node of a graph, that can markedly improve the performance of downstream learning tasks.
Nodes vi are typically embedded in Euclidean spaces, as d−dimensional real-valued vectors
ei ∈ Rd. A downside of this approach is the fact that it scales poorly to large graphs of several
millions of nodes. Especially in terms of storage memory requirements, Euclidean embedding
may even inflate the size of certain graphs. This becomes apparent upon considering that a
typical N−node graph with average degree δ¯, and N ≤ 232 u 4.3 × 109, requires storage
of N δ¯ unsigned 32−bit integers. For a typical average degree d¯ = 50, this translates to 200
bytes-per-node on average. A Euclidean embedding of dimension d, requires the storage of d
(typically) double-precision 64−bit floating point numbers per node. Typically, the embedding
dimension is at least d = 100, meaning that the embedding requires 800 bytes-per-node, a
4−fold increase compared to the original graph format. This size inflation is even worse for
sparser graphs or higher-dimensional embeddings, which can make the latter a less attractive
alternative for graph-learning and mining practitioners. More importantly, running downstream
machine learning methods that rely on d−dimensional features, such as K−means and logistic
regression, may quickly become prohibitive (on shared memory platforms) if N grows to several
millions, a typical range for many real-world graphs.
These considerations point to the need for developing and exploring more parsimonious
embedding paradigms. Towards this direction, the notion of node hashing (or binary embedding)
has gradually been gaining traction [93], [82]. As its name suggests, binary embedding aims
to represent every node with d bits comprising the so-termed hash code for which vi → bi ∈
{0, 1}d. Apart from considerably decreasing storage requirements, representing each node with a
few bits can also largely accelerate learning algorithms by replacing inner products and distances
in the Euclidean space with highly efficient bit-wise operations (e.g., OR, AND, XOR) and
distances (e.g., Hamming). The latter may allow for very fast k−nearest-neighbor queries, which
can be further accelerated using recent advances in hash-code indexing [98]. Nevertheless,
while the approaches in [93] and [82] yield usable binary embeddings, they do so by implicitly
computing continuous-valued embeddings that are then thresholded or quantized. This leads
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to poor scalability in the embedding method itself. To mitigate this shortcoming, we will draw
upon the notion of spherical hashing developed for binary representation of images [57]. Our
preliminary results indicate that spherical hashing on graphs is highly scalable, prompting us to
pursue further research on this promising direction.
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Appendix A
Proofs for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof of relation (2.4)
Since C−1 = L and upon partitioning the two matrices according to labeled and unlabeled













which gives rise to four matrix equations. Specifically, the equation that corresponds to the upper
right part of (A.1) is
LUUCUL + LULCLL = 0. (A.2)





−L−1UULUL, which verifies (2.4).
A.2 Proof of relation (2.26)









[‖x1‖22] = E [‖(x1 −m1) + m1‖22]
= E
[‖x1 −m1‖22]+ 2E [(x1 −m1)Tm1]+ ‖m1‖22
= tr (C) + ‖m1‖22 (A.4)
and similarly for E
[‖x2‖22]. Finally, note that
E
[















= mT1 m2. (A.6)
Substituting (B.2) and (A.6) into (A.3) yields
MSD(x1,x2) = 2tr(C) + ‖m1‖22 + ‖m2‖22 − 2mT1 m2
= 2tr(C) + ‖m1 −m2‖22
which implies that the MSD between two Gaussian fields with the same covariance matrix is
proportional to the Euclidean norm of the difference of their means.
Appendix B
Proofs for Chapter 3
B.1 Proof of Proposition 1





where A := (P(K)c )TD−1LD−1P
(K)










n , where λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λN are its eigenvalues. Since H is
a column-stochastic transition probability matrix, it holds that λ1 = 1, v = 1, and u1 = pi,
where pi = limk→∞ p
(k)
c is the steady-state distribution that can be also expressed as pi =


























where γn := vTnvc, and the approximation in (B.2) holds because λ
K
2  λKn , for n ∈ [3, N ],




















































where C := γ22u
T
2 D
−1LD−1u2, the second equality uses D−1d = 1, and the last equality fol-




2 · · · λK2
]T
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Since λT2 θ > 0 ∀θ ∈ SK , it can be shown that the KKT optimality conditions for (B.4) are




Therefore, (B.4) admits minimizer(s) identical to (B.5). Finally, we will show that the minimizer
of (B.5) is eK . Since the problem is convex, it suffices to show that∇Tθ (λT2 θ)θ=eK (θ − eK) ≥
0 ∀θ ∈ SK , or, equivalently






























which holds since θ ≥ 0 and λk−K2 ≥ 1 ∀k ∈ [1,K], and completes the proof of the proposition.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 1
We need to find the smallest integer K such that maxθ∈SK‖y − yˇ‖ ≤ γ. We have
‖y − yˇ‖ = ‖X+θ −X−θ − Xˇ+θ + Xˇ−θ‖ ≤
≤ ‖θKp(K)+ − θKp(K)− ‖+ ‖θKp(K+1)+ − θKp(K+1)− ‖
≤ ‖HKp+ −HKp−‖+ ‖HK+1p+ −HK+1p−‖ (B.6)
since θ ∈ SK . Therefore, to determine an upper bound for the γ-distinguishability threshold it
suffices to find the smallest integer K for which (B.6) is upper bounded by γ.
Let q1, . . . ,qN be the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 0 = µ1 < µ2 ≤ · · · ≤
µN < 2 of the normalized Laplacian L˜. The transition probability matrix is then
H = D
1
2 (I− L˜)D− 12 . (B.7)
For the first term of the RHS of (B.6), we have
‖HKp+ −HKp−‖ ≤ ‖HKp+ − pi‖+ ‖HKp− − pi‖
= ‖D 12 (I− L˜)KD− 12p+ − D1
2|E|‖
+ ‖D 12 (I− L˜)KD− 12p− − D1
2|E|‖. (B.8)
Since q1 = D
1
2 1√
2|E| [81], we have for c ∈ {+,−} that
D
1




















Upon defining M := (I− L˜)K − q1qT1 , and taking into account (B.9), inequality (B.8) can be
written as
‖HKp+ −HKp−‖ ≤ ‖D 12 ‖‖M‖
(
‖D− 12p+‖+ ‖D− 12p−‖
)
. (B.10)





































|1− µi|K , (B.13)
‖D 12 ‖ =
√
dmax (B.14)














Letting µ′ := min{µ2, 2− µN}, and using the fact that




































Upon substituting (B.17) and (B.18) into (B.6), and also using (B.19), we arrive at












To determine an upper bound on the γ-distinguishability threshold, it suffices to find the smallest











′ ≤ γ. (B.21)
Multiplying both sides of (B.21) by the positive number eKµ
′

































the `2 distance between any two diffusion-based classifiers will be at most γ; and the proof is
complete.
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B.2.1 Bound for PageRank













Multiplying both sides by the positive number eKµ
′















≤ K(µ′ − logα)
which results in the γ-distinguishability threshold bound
KPRγ ≤ 1µ′−logα log
[
2
√
dmax
γ/(1−α)
(√
1
dmin− |L−|
+
√
1
dmin+ |L+|
)]
.
